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Accidentals Play The Chapel Donation Empowers
Students with Funds
EMILY EISENBERG
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

I am a huge a capella fan, so I
usually try and make it to performances when I have some
spare time. Having already seen
the Red Sox win the ALCS and
having had a midterm pushed
back because of said ALCS, I figured it was the perfect time to
take a break and go see a concert
featuring
our, _ very own
Accidentals
and the
Merimanders, an all-female
group from Bates College.
The Merimanders had contacted the Accidentals through
their Web site and arranged a
joint concert. The Accidentals
host one or two concerts with visiting groups each year. In the
past the William & Mary
Accidentals,
the Smith
Smithereens, and the Amherst
Blue Stockings have visited
Trinity. The Accidentals have
also visited other schools to meet
and sing with their a capella
groups. "It's one of the best parts
of collegiate a capella," said
Ravin Ratan '05, a member of the
Accidentals. "You sing with a
group, and then just hang out the
whole night." The conceit was
held this past Thursday night in
the chapel, and did not disappoint
those brave enough to face the

Tutorial Program Given $25,000 Grant
EMMA BAYER
NEWS WRITER

Abi iVIoidover

The Accidentals sang a set with guest group Merimander.
ed with Jennifer Paige's "Crush,"
cold on the way over.
and although the backup was
The chapel provided an intimate setting for the concert, with
great, and maybe because the
about 50 chairs set up close to the backup was great, I had trouble
performance space and the audihearing some of the lyrics. This
ence overflowing into the pews.
was not a huge problem though,
The Accidentals opened with
and their other songs, like Norah
"Some Kind of Wonderful", an
Jones' "Don't Know Why,"
obvious crowd favorite, and one
sounded incredible.
of mine as well.
You'll notice I said that they
Afterwards, they introduced
seemed more vocally timid.
the Merimanders to a very happy
Their last song was dedicated to
audience. The Merimanders had
the men in the audience: the
choreographed their songs - nothing too extensive, but it did make
see GUESTS on page 18
their performance look more formal. They seemed more timid
vocally than the Accidentals are,
though, and there were a few
times when the backup singers
drowned out the lead. They start- SARAH SPIEGEL
FEATURES WRITER

The students of Tutorial
College have received a $25,000
grant to be spent on community
service efforts, with a stipulation
that the projects must be entirely
planned and executed by students.
"Both aspects are exciting,
but the student self-determination is the true adventure," said
Professor Dan Lloyd, director of
Tutorial College.
The grant was given to
Tutorial College by Harry
Solomon
of the Figure
Foundation. Solomon lives in
Maine and sought out Trinity
College - Tutorial in particular with his idea of this grant.
Solomon was attracted to
Trinity's "effort to foster community partnerships in Hartford and
the region," and felt that Tutorial
College "is what college should

see TUTORIAL on page 8

Trinity's Women Mobilize

er toHead
New Orientation
ABI MOLPOVER
PHOTO EDITOR
The Quest Program is a dramatically expanded, optional program for incoming first-year students that will take them through
the Canadian wilderness for 17
days.
Andy Miller was recently
hired to be Quest's planner and
facilitator.
Originally
from
Kalamazoo College in Michigan,
Miller hopes to bring his ideas
and experience to the new Quest
Program.
Trinity Tripod: So tell me a
little about your background:
where did you go to school, when
did you graduate, how did you
end up at Kalamazoo?
Andy Miller: I grew up in
mid-Michigan, an hour away from
Kalamazoo. When I got older I
chose Kalamazoo over the
University of Michigan because I
was attracted to the intimate liberal arts setting. I took part in the
college's outdoor orientation program as a freshman and felt that it
was a great introduction to the
college. I served as a leader of the
program from my sophomore
through my senior years. My

be." One of the stipulations of the
grant is that the expenditure of
the $25,000 is to be determined
solely by the students of Tutorial
College; professors will act in a
purely advisory role.
Tutorial College itself is selfgoverning, a kind of school-within-a-school. The faculty is very
involved through weekly meetings and seminars, and Lloyd
calls the "camaraderie between
students and faculty" one of the
benefits of Tutorial.
Matt Reed '07 feels that students "really have the capacity to
make a change" with this project.
Reed and Nick Bazin '07 are •
working as the facilitators for the
project; they will encourage discussions and organize and present proposals. The fund has been
in development since last Spring
and was finalized on Thursday,

sophomore year Dr. Jones came
in as president and he became
part of the orientation program as
well. I graduated in 1999 with a
degree in English and Music and
went to California for a year but
then went back to Kalamazoo as
the Associate Director of the
Outdoor Program.
TT: President Jones brought
you to Trinity to head up the
Quest program. Tell me a little
about the program and what you
hope to accomplish with it at
Trinity. How is it different from
our current freshmen orientation?
A.M.: Well the Quest program will last for approximately
17 days; we'll take them out in
the woods, preferably somewhere
in Canada, for rock climbing,
canoeing, sailing, and some solo
time to reflect in the end. The
students will be split up into
groups of eight with student leaders and a have a preplanned
route.
We are shooting to have
about 50 student participants in
the first year and then grow from
there to eventually have about 20
see FIRST-YEAR on page 7

"Do you want to stop having
sex?" read one of the signs made
by a corps of concerned Trinity
students and held up outside of
Mather on Thursday, Oct. 21.
This date marked National Young
Women's Day, a day dedicated to
women's rights of choice, standing up to violence against
women, and supporting economic
equality. Other signs carried by a
line of students bore slogans such
as "Ten minutes to vote, nine
months to wait."
Kate Mortensen "05, an
intern for Planned Parenthood,
helped organize the event. She
commented, "It was exciting to
see how many people on campus
really care about getting the word
out on choice. This issue is one
that concerns both men and
women and has come up in all of
the presidential debates. It's an
issue that divides the country and
will most likely never be agreed
upon, and therefore needs to
remain in the forefront"
Begun 11 years ago when a
woman named Rosie Jimenez
died from complications from an
unsafe abortion, National Young
Women's Day is recognized
across the country, as different
groups stress a variety of issues
pertaining to women's rights.
"For 11 years, young people
across the country have mobilized
around issues of reproductive and
sexual freedom, and racial and

Abi Moldover

Students hold posters in support of a woman's right to choose.
economic justice to end violence which denies the use of federal
against women," says the Medicaid money for abortions.
Hampshire College Web site.
The issue raised by Trinity stuJimenez was unable to get the dents last Thursday was the conproper money for an abortion
see ELECTION on page 12
because of the Hyde Amendment,
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Abu-Ghmib Scandal Not Worst Atrocity
To the Editor:
On Oct. 21, a group of protesters were re-enacting the scene
at Abu-Ghraib. While what happened at Abu-Ghraib was unacceptable, it was an isolated incident. It is unfortunate that it is
covered more than the real atrocities of this war, like the kidnapping and beheading of people like
Nick Berg. The torture cham-

bers and rape rooms run by
Saddam and his cronies. The
mass graves Saddam filled. The
suicide bombers Saddam funded.
It seems to me that these actions
are slightly more horrific than
anything
committed
by
Americans, and are more worthy
of protest.
Sincerely,
Alex Spurrier '07

80s Party Mishandled; Apology Requested
To the Editor:
It's our favorite party.
Freshmen through seniors, we put
on our stupid clothes, dance to
our nostalgic songs, and unite
around cheap beer. But this time
we were let down.
Around 12:30 a.m. the fire
alarm sounded, signaling the end
of our favorite party. We were
kicked out of Vernon, kicked off
the patio and the sidewalks, and

told to go home. While Campus
Safety and the bouncers turned
into the Gestapo, TCAC representatives looked as helpless and
neutral as Switzerland.
I admit there are other sides to
the issue. You will hear that students were aggressive with
bouncers; that the barn was at
capacity; that blame rests on whoever pulled the alarm.
see TCAC/OSA on page 5

VOID Demonstrations ProvokeThought
To the Editor:

Tripod's Endorsement
Voting for the nation's leader is a privilege that many of us are experiencing for
the first time in this election. In the past, the Tripod has endorsed a candidate in its
editorial. While the majority of the staff agree on endorsing John Kerry, it is more
important, that students are encouraged to simply vote.
Members of the Tripod staff have listed their reasons for voting for Kerry as
their belief that he sees the issues in a more balanced light than President Bush.
Students on staff have expressed dislike of Bush's worldview, namely seeing it in
terms of good and evil. His labeling of those who disagree with him as anti-American
also draws criticism from some of the staff. Students feel that Kerry represents a better future for the country and are therefore voting for him this November.
However, members of the staff are voting for Bush. Staff members do not feel
that Kerry has adequately explained his plans for dealing with the world situation and
domestic policy. These students also question whether Kerry is the right kind of
leader for the U.S. at this juncture in terms of our nation's security in the world.
Despite their support for Bush, some of these students did not and do not support the
war in Iraq. However, they see the matter of national security raised by this war as
valid.
Both sides look at the economic factors that have been raised as reasons for a
change in leadership. Those who support Kerry feel that the nation's economy has
suffered, while the Bush-supporters feel that this has been exaggerated.
The staff is divided for the same reasons that the country is. There is a lot of
information that we have access to, but what we choose to weigh as important affects
our decision on the ballot. Though the majority supports Kerry, it would be unfair not
to present the dissenting view since it is represented in the office.
There are reasons to vote for either candidate, depending on what you consider important and, truthfully, what your party alliance is. The most important point,
however, is to be sure to vote on or by Nov. 2. So, while the Tripod has historically
endorsed a candidate, this year it will endorse students acting on their conscience and
voting the most fit person in their eyes as the next President of the United States of
America.
We are finally old enough to have a say and, while it is too late to register, those
who are registered must take the next step and vote for their nation's future.
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For the weeks leading up to
the 2004 Presidential election,
Trinity's Voices Organized in
Democracy has been active in
promoting awareness on human
rights issues. VOID is a student
organization dedicated to educating the Trinity community on
workers' rights, nuclear weapons
proliferation, corporate globalization, U.S. foreign policies, and
human rights.
On Oct. 14, VOID members
participated in a "Die-In" demon-"
station outside of Mather Hall.
Participants wearing nametags of
deceased U.S. soldiers stationed
in Iraq as well as the names of
Iraqi civilians killed during the
conflict lay. in front of the main
entrance as a representation of the
daily
casualties
in
Iraq.
According to VOID member
Abigail Randall '05, the action
was "an attempt to educate and
remind the Trinity community
that over 1,000 soldiers and
around an estimation of 4,000
Iraqi civilians have died and continue to die as a direct result of

American foreign policy in Iraq."
In addition to the "Die-In,"
VOID carried out "Chain of
Command" on Thursday Oct. 21
outside of the Fuller Arch. It was
an action in response to the AbuGhraib prisoner abuse scandal in
Iraq.
A
student
portraying
President Bush ordered another
student acting as a soldier to trigger artificial shock cables connected to a student representing
an Iraqi prisoner, who then
screamed in response to the simulated torture. Other VOID members were on hand to explain the
demonstration and to distribute
informative flyers. Through
"Chain of Command," VOID
sought to raise student awareness
of the government's role in the
prisoner abuse scandal. The
demonstration was not intended
to demean troops or undermine
their service to their country;
rather, it was intended to provoke
thought about foreign policy.
Sincerely,
AUssa Phillips '08
Kate Prendergast '08

"No Means Yes" Badly Reflects Fraternities
To the Editor:
The Ivy (Trinity's yearbook)
is out for the Class of 2004 and
amongst the "party" pictures
there was a picture published that
should make all of us think twice
about Greek organizations, hi
this picture are two members of

the Class of 2004,' along with several others, wearing t-shirts with
"No Means Yes" printed on them.
This picture was taken at Psi-U's
Tropical, a party that occurred
last fall.
The fact that these t-shirts
see LEADERS on page 5

<O> W
. T A L K
-IP .ti--.iL,PT is not happy that the best party of the year was cut
extremely short by a fire alarm in the Party Barn on Saturday
night. But at least the mob scene on the street looked like the
cops had just broken up Molly Ringwald's birthday party.

Boston fans congregate on
Vernon Street to celebrate
defeating the Yankees.
Halloween on Vernon Street
brings all the Greek organizations together.

PT wonders if Red Sox fans
remember how to cheer for
T T their own team instead of
against the other.
The campus actually welA comes members of the
Hartford community.
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Minors Not [ President's Foreign Policies Prudent
Deserving
of Death
JOHN LAPORTA
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

JEANNE HAYES
OPINIONS WRITER
Man is "constitutionally affected with a
Defect" and that defect is the "Moral
Sense" according to Mark Twain in his
essay, "The Damned .Human Race." It is
precisely man's moral sense that "enables
him to do wrong" because it enables him to
distinguish good from evil and choose Ms
actions accordingly. Twain's argument is
relevant to a dispute currently being considered by the United States Supreme
Court.
On Oct. 13 the U.S. Supreme Court
heard arguments in Roper v. Simmons, a
case in which the following questions have
been posed: Is the moral sense in a person
age 16 or 17 as fully developed as someone
older? If a 16 or 17-year-old cannot discern
right from wrong as easily as adult can,
should they be held equally accountable for
wrongful actions?
Christopher Simmons was 17 years old
in 1993 when he and an accomplice broke
into the trailer home of truck driver Shirley
Ann Crook. Simmons proceeded to tie Mrs.
Crook up and then place her in the trunk of
her minivan. Simmons has confessed to
abducting Mrs. Crook and subsequently
murdering her by pushing her minivan into
a river. The motive was money. The
amount was only six dollars.
The Missouri Superior Court gave

Execution seems an
easy answer but it is
unquestionably the
wrong answer.
Simmons the death penalty; a sentence the
Missouri Supreme Court overturned. The
U.S. Supreme Court must now decide
whether executing someone under the age
of 18 offends "evolving standards of
decency" in which case executing someone
aged 16 or 17 would be considered cruel
and unusual punishment in violation of the
Eighth Amendment __
The acts of Simmons and his accomplice are reprehensible, liable and worthy
of imprisonment. Execution seems an easy
answer but it is unquestionably the wrong
answer. Were the Supreme Court to sentence Simmons to death, it would be susceptible to reproach. There exists little
question in my mind that cruel and unusual punishment involves killing someone
who cannot adequately decipher right from
wrong.
In fact, in briefs submitted on behalf of
Simmons, lawyers argue that there exists a
biological reason for Simmons' inability to
realize the wrongness of his actions: his
prefrontal cortex was not fully formed. The
part of one's brain that controls impulse
and rationality is not mature until one
reaches his mid-twenties explains Dr. Jay
Giedd in a New York Times article. Thus, I
see CAPITAL on page 4

peacekeeping operations Clinton would
send in troops, attempt to accomplish our
stated objective, usually fail, and then pull
our troops out. This made the United States
look very weak, as if we could not sustain
a prolonged conflict.
Even if the war was not started at the
best time, or for the best reasons, the fact
that President Bush has kept our forces in
Iraq has shown a strong resolve, which a
president should possess. His decisiveness

biggest threat to the country at this time.
This is a distorted perspective, however.
With the 2004 presidential elections
While the missiles that North Korea posfast approaching, there has been much talk
sesses now could theoretically reach South
around campus about Senator John Kerry's
Korea or even Japan, none have anywhere
hopes, views, ideas and agendas for the
near the range necessary to reach any part
foreign relations of the United States.
of the United States. Meanwhile, terrorists
President Bush always seems to be placed
have been successful in bringing down two
in a bad light, offending the rest of the
of the country's tallest buildings and blowworld and having done everything wrong.
ing up many of our embassies abroad. If
What they don't talk about is how the presthere is a more urgent threat to the country
than these, it is not North Korea.
In this respect I believe that President
Bush was justified in the courses of action he took
Bush was justified in the courses of action
against Afghanistan and Iraq rather than North Korea.
he took against Afghanistan and Iraq rather
than North Korea. Negotiations with
ident has taken a definitive stance on some has been seen in this war, which sends a Afghanistan and Iraq were practically nonof the tough and complex issues facing our clear message to our troops and the Iraqis existent. There is room for negotiation with
country today, in particular foreign policy that the United States is behind them and North Korea. President Bush has taken a
and environmental policy.
that we will not leave until the time is right. prudent course of action by prioritizing
The most prominent issue on every- I am afraid that if Senator Kerry is elected, these threats in the correct order. We have
one's mind is certainly the war in Iraq. I he will look for a quick exit out of Iraq and far more to fear domestically from terrorthink that President Bush has not handled not keep our forces there until the job is ists than we do short-range missiles.
the war in the best manner possible, but at completely finished.
A lot of criticism has also come down
least he took action and was firm in his
Senator Kerry has also commented on President Bush as a result of his envistance.
many times that North Korea is a bigger ronmental policies, the most notable being
One thing that I could not stand during threat than either Iraq or Afghanistan. the withdrawal of the United States from
the presidency of Bill Clinton was the way Having a developed nuclear weapons proin which he handled our troops. During our gram, it would seem that North Korea is the
see BUSH on page 5

First Families' Fame Undue
LISA SAN PASCUAL
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

devoted to these airheads paints a very
bleak picture of the state of American politics. That politicians have achieved nearly
celebrity status with all the trappings of

stem cell research.
While mostly benign, the warped focus
on first wives and daughters has carried
ugly political overtones. Conservatives will

As if it isn't enough that that the
President and his opponent have been featured on a VH1 special titled "Fabulous
Life Of: Bush vs. Kerry Bling-Off," everyThat politicians have achieved nearly celebrity status
one on the politics/entertainment front has
with all the trappings of Hollywood glitz... is a dismade it equally fashionable to drag canditurbing indication that real issues have been eclipsed ...
dates' wives and daughters into the
increasingly bloody Bashfest 2004.
It's true, much of this has probably Hollywood glitz and scandal is a disturbing not let us forget about John Kerry's illbeen triggered by the wives/daughters indication that real issues have been advised profession at the third Presidential
themselves. It's
debate that Vice
not difficult for
President
Dick
conservatives to
Cheney's
daughter
paint
Teresa
Mary is "being who
Heinz-Kerry as
she was born as."
a caustic shrew
While Bush camwhen she tells
paigners
harangue
USA Today that
about Kerry's "insenLaura Bush has
sitivity," Kerry folk
never had "a
argue that the violent
real job - I
reaction from the right
mean,
since
implies a certain
she's
been
shamefulness
to
grown up."
homosexuality in the
public life. Whether
And
the
Kerry meant to expose
Bush twins didinconsistency
and
n't do much to
hypocrisy within the
bolster
their
Bush-Cheney camfather's image
as America's patriarch for family values eclipsed by see-through dresses and dying paign is secondary. The point is that the
2004 election has shown, more than ever,
with their bad punch lines about "Sex and hamsters.
It's shameful that more energy has been that candidates' Stepford wives and lesbian
the City" at the Republican National
daughters are fair game for political fodder.
Convention.
Does this reflect an increasing perverDoes this reflect an increasing perversion in the
sion in the political realm, or have campaigners just become sawier at assessing
political realm, or have campaigners just become savvithe mentality of the American voter? Most
er at assessing the mentality of the American voter?
voters rely on a quick overall impression of
a candidate based on instinct, buzzwords
As entertaining as it is to know that expended to write up "Laura Bush's Guide and seven-second sound bytes to cast their
Mr. and Mrs. Bush can "shake it like a to Republican Glamour" (an actual Web
see CELEBRITY on page 4
Polaroid picture," the amount of air time site) than outlining the President's view on
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Student Finds Kerry Capital Punishment Not
Campaign Lacking the Answer for Youth
continued from page 3

PETER SCALA

ferent approaches to achieve this end.
SENIOR EDITOR
President Bush is apparently following the
While I once enjoyed politics, now I old maxim that the best defense is a good
can't stand to watch the news forfivemin- offense. In contrast, John Kerry seems to
utes. And while John Kerry is certainly an think the best way to contain terror is to
intelligent and extremely "nuanced" man, I treat it like a crime, best deterred by a
feel that his campaign has turned many of police action, not by a war.
the issues facing our country squarely on
As Kerry said in the New York Times
their heads. John Kerry, in my view, has Magazine, "We have to get back to the
become the master of spin, and uses his place we were, where terrorists are not the
free pass from the media to make claims focus of our lives, but they're a nuisance."
that do not even resemble the fact.
Although this quote was taken from a largPerhaps the most frustrating pillar in er piece, and therefore lacks context, it
John Kerry's campaign is his misrepresen- clearly shows that Kerry feels the "War on
tation of the current employment data. Terror" is not a winnable war and that the
Kerry constantly asserts that President best we can do is reduce terrorism to some

pose the argument that sentencing someone
to death who has a mental disparity is analogous to sentencing a mentally disabled
person to death; something the U.S.
Supreme Court has already confirmed as
cruel and unusual punishment in Atkins v.
Virginia.
Additionally, Justice Anthony Kennedy

ing standards of decency" is limited to
national opinion. To overlook the standards
of other countries would amount to arrogance. Pakistan, Nigeria, Yemen, Saudi
Arabia, Iran, China and the Democratic
Republic of Congo remain the only countries that have reported executing minors in
recent years. The previously listed countries are also ones with grievous human

Undeniably, executing someone under the age of 18
is not consistent with our society's evolving standards
of decency.

raised an issue of consideration: Will rights offenses. Are we to look to these
declaring the death sentence unconstitu- countries to ascertain a standard of decentional for 16 and 17-year-olds result in cy? Surely to answer yes is ignorant.
Perhaps the most frustrating pillar in John Kerry's
increased gang violence by persons under
In 2003 121 countries had abolished
age
16?
While
a
valid
question,
Kennedy
the
death penalty for minors and adults.
campaign is his misrepresentation of the current
failed to recognize the simplicity of the France, Sweden and Panama are represenemployment data.
deserved response. The risk preference of
tative of the global majority's standards of
gang members is already extremely high. decency - these countries should be our
Generally speaking, gang members realize role model. Currently, 14 states set the minBush has handled the economy so poorly "acceptable level."
that a huge portion of the population is out
To me, this helps to explain his desire death as a possible repercussion for their imum legal age for execution at 16.
of work.
to bring our troops home on some U.S. actions daily. Gang members face death Something is clearly wrong with this figIf one were to listen only to the Kerry imposed time schedule. While no one every day because of their affiliation to ure.
campaign, it would seem our unemploy- wants our troops in harms way a second their respective groups. Ultimately, the fedWhile it may be true that our country is
ment rate should be astronomical. longer than is necessary, we must win the eral death penalty is too far removed to unwilling to recognize all executions as
Although most of the media lets this slide, peace in Iraq and Afghanistan. We are in a serve as a deterrent regardless of the age it indecent, surely we have evolved to recogthe facts are hard to ignore. The current difficult global war that will take time to is designed to deter.
nize as indecent the execution of persons
Undeniably, executing someone under under the age of 18. The country is ready
If we... start to remove our troops for political reathe age of 18 is not consistent with our for the U.S. Supreme Court to recognize
society's evolving standards of decency. our progress, progress that will ultimately
sons, I fear that the "nuisance" of terrorism will be more
The court has already ruled it unconstitu- give our justice system more global credithan we can bear.
tional to execute someone under age 15. bility. Twain is correct: Man is a "moral
The justices asked whether international animal" but perhaps he is not a "moral aniunemployment rate, from September of
wiri. Unfortunately, war does not fit neatly attitudes should matter or whether "evolv- mal" until he is at least 18 years of age.
this year, is 5.4 percent. Eight years ago, in into our presidential cycle.
1996, when President Bill Clinton ran for
Yet, whether you agree with the war or
reelection based on the exceptionally not, the outcome must be successful.
strong economy, the unemployment rate Whatever it takes, even if that is several
was 5.2 percent. In contrast, the German years, we need to stabilize both Iraq and
MOi' ccfc
me qott
unemployment rate was 10.7 percent for Afghanistan before we bring our troops
the same period.
home. If we do not, and we start to remove
Clearly, President Bush has been able our troops for political reasons, I fear that
to keep unemployment at a relatively low the "nuisance" of terrorism will be more
level despite the bursting of the Tech bub- than we can bear.
ble, massive corporate scandals, a cyclical
A third characteristic of the Kerry camL might be going as JVris JYross with somedownturn and the events of 9/11.
paign is Ms use of scare tactics to lure
one else.
The second issue I want to address has potential groups of voters to his side. The
to do with John Kerry's position on the cur- most glaring of these attempts has to do
— .Nick Cantone oG
rent "War on Terror." It seems evident that with his efforts to scare voters away from
John Kerry and the President have vastly President Bush by claiming he will institute
different views on how to win this war. a draft. This is aimed directly at two groups
Obviously, both candidates want to stop
I haven t decided yet but my friends are going
terrorism; however they have two very difsee SENATOR'S on page 5

Along tne JLong Walk.

Celebrity Out of
Place in Campaign
continued from page 3

votes. Viewers are apt to tune out when
candidates spout figure after unreliable figure, but tune back in with words like "family" and "responsibility."

ing that first families and potential first
families just sit pretty in the parlor while
the Man of the House goes campaigning.
And political humor has always been
around, even if it's just humor for humor's

Don't get me wrong, I'm not advocating that first
families and potential first families just sit pretty in the
parlor while the Man of the House goes campaigning.
And when all other efforts to draw a
distinct picture of a candidate are exhausted, campaigners turn to other sources to
construct an image that could resonate
favorably with the public - or paint a negative picture of their opponent that could
turn the public off.
Don't get me wrong, I'm not advocat-

sake.
But the current trend towards turning
the Bush twins into the White House's
Mary Kate and Ashley, Laura Bush into a
Stepford wife and Teresa Heinz-Kerry as a
bank account with a huge yap has little
bearing on rebuilding Iraq or whether or
not your job will be outsourced by the time

as a Pirate, a diking and a !Ninja.
— Crystal .Nieves 08

i. was thinking of going as a (jhostbuster.
— .Patrick JL/oherty o5

I m going as a Trin-Trin girl- I ni wearing a
trucker hat, aviators, mini-skirt and a pink
i

polo.

»

* *'

— Ted Jenkins 07
I m going as a pair. JVi.y friend is going as
Yoko Ono and I m going as John Lennon."
— Jess ^Millward *o5
Compiled by Maggie Downing
Photos -by Chuck Pratt
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Leaders Urge Reporting of Sexual Assault
continued from page 2

were printed by members of the
Trinity College community and
then worn to a party where they
were invited inside by an organization recognized by the College
is despicable. Even worse, the
Ivy's editors thought that this
would be an appropriate way to
pay tribute to the Class of 2004.
And perhaps it is. Every
weekend we hear about more
assaults, sexual or otherwise,
occurring across campus both in
and out of Greek houses. It's easy
to blame the Greeks for all of
Trinity's problems, but they
aren't responsible for everything.
What they are responsible for is
what goes on inside of their institutions. Some Dof-the Greek
organizations on this campus are
notorious for avoiding their
responsibilities and students are
not holding them accountable.
We urge all of you to take a
hard look at where you party on
the weekends and what organizations you support. Trinity College

should not tolerate institutions
that foster dangerous or hateful
attitudes and only the student
body can hold these places
accountable.
If you see an assault take
place or hear hateful language,
it's your duty as a member of this
community to report it. Others
must be made aware of the behavior of Greeks that are supposed to
exist for the betterment of Trinity
College.
Sincerely,
James
Stevens
'05,
Presidential Fellow in Philosophy
Isaac Goldstein '05, President
ofSGA
Mark Witt '05, Student
Leader
Jason Gallant '05, Senior
Class President
Meghan Boone '06, Founder
of Zeta Omega Eta
William Roble '05, Captain of
the Ultimate Frisbee Team
Abigail Moldover '05, AntiViolence Coordinator

OPINIONS

Greek Life Improving
IGC Co-Chair Reacts to Accusations of Misconduct in Fraternities
{CATHERINE G A G E
OPINIONS
CONTRIBUTOR
Three years ago the future of
fraternities and sororities on campus was uncertain due to antiGreek sentiments among the faculty and administration. This
caused unrest within Greek
organizations and called for student action. The result was the
formation of an Inter-Greek
Council made up of members
from each fraternity and sorority
recognized by the school. A
Constitution was written to define
the purpose and character of the
IGC and an Accreditation
Implementation Model was draft-

continued from page 3

the Kyoto treaty. First let me say
that I am much in favor of the
development and use of clean,
renewable energy technologies.
While environmentalists may
want to place the environment
above all, there are other considerations at hand. President Bush
did not wish to have the Kyoto
treaty ratified because of the
penalties it would have placed on
the United States as the world's
greatest producer of greenhouse
emissions. If the country were
under the restrictions of the treaty,
industrial output of these gasses
would have to be significantly
lowered. While this seems smart,
at the same time it would mean
that companies could not keep up
their current rate of production.
In an already depressed economy, we can ill afford to stifle the
very domestic industries that
improve our chances of recovery.
At the same time, developing
nations would be allowed much
more lenient restrictions on their

greenhouse gas emissions. As a
result, they will be able to produce even more cheap goods to
out-compete our manufactures. If
there is any way to prevent the
creation of jobs, the crippling of
industry is surely it.
Not ratifying the treaty was a
smart move for the short term by
President Bush. It protects our
domestic economic interests and
industry until a more favorable
environmental treaty can be negotiated with the other nations of the
world.
I have attempted to touch on
two of the issues that I feel are
prominent criticisms against
President Bush's handling of foreign affairs. His stance in the face
of the domestic troubles of the
United States has been wise and
in the best interests of this nation.
I feel that if Senator Kerry is
elected as President, many of
these foreign stances will either
be reversed or eroded and will
place the United States in a weaker position than it is in today.

dents that fraternities and sororities refuse to tolerate any form of
sexual violence or the use of
"date-rape" drugs at Greek hous-

gone unchecked for too long" are
misinformed and undermine the
substantial efforts of recognized
Greek establishments over the

The focus of these standards was to
take a more active role in the community
[and] to improve relations with the faculty.
es or anywhere else on campus.
Though no recent reports of such
accounts have been specifically
connected to Greek establishments, the IGC is acting immediately and taking precautionary
measures to ensure the protection
of students from such indefensi-

Over the past two years the IGC has
been unyielding in its efforts ... the effects
are finally becoming visible.

ed to guide Greek organizations
through a period of renewal and
to define a new set of standards
for the future. The focus of these
TCAC/OSA Fails Student Body Miserably
standards was to take a more
active
role in the community, to
continued from page 2
we did hear was, "Clear out, get
But I write from the student out of here." Suddenly we were a improve relations with the faculty
perspective. Students pay the bunch of hoodlums needing to be and administration, and to break
activity fee that funds the 80s dispersed. No college official down negative stereotypes surparty. TCAC/OSA serves the stu- stood up to explain. The bounc- rounding Greek life through posidents. So this student has some ers told me that HPD or the Fire tive actions.
gripes.
Marshall shut things down - in
Over the past two years the
TCAC/OSA should have other words, it's not our fault, IGC has been unyielding in its
planned better for 500 plus stu- no'w get off the sidewalk.
efforts and though its goals have
dents showing up. Things were
We deserve an apology. Not yet to reach full fruition, the
getting ugly at the doors way excuses or accusations back at us effects are finally becoming visibefore the alarm went off. After — those can come later. We just ble. Members of the Greek comthe alarm, TCAC/OSA should want somebody to say, "Yes, I am munity are coming out in full
have done everything they could partly responsible for your 80s force. With the help of groups like
to get the party back on. From party sucking. We'll try not to let EROS, the Sexual Assault Task
our perspective, they surrendered. you down again."
Force, the Women's Center,
At the very least, they should
ACES, ConnPIRG and others, the
have told us students standing in
IGC has sponsored over five
Sincerely,
the cold what was going on. What
major student events this month
Matthew Kozlowski '05
alone. In addition to these activities, individual organizations are
currently working with the SGA
on the "Trintegrity" movement to
demonstrate support for personal
integrity at Trinity and show sta-

ush Makes Good
Moves Abroad

PAGE 5

ble violations.
A recent article in the
Opinions section of the Tripod
brought negative attention to
members of the Greek community due to the actions of four students and their affiliations with
Alpha Delta Phi. Members of any
student
organization
must
remember that their actions will

past two years.
Though poor judgment and
inexcusably foolish actions of a
few individuals will always draw
exponentially more attention than
the positive, progressive strides
of many, the organizations of the
IGC will persist in our endeavor
to create a stronger, more united
student body no matter what past
headlines say.
As aforementioned, we
already realize our capacity to be
a hugely beneficial asset to the
college. The movement to mobilize our positions as dedicated
leaders on this campus has
already begun and it shows no
signs of wavering.
Look around at the next big
student activist event, whether it's
on the Cave Patio, upstairs hi
Mather, or out on Vernon Street,
and though you may not be able

... publicly implying that the fraternity
was involved with the [Yale] incident is an
undue assumption...
inevitably, whether justifiably or
not, be associated with their
group particularly when those
actions are objectionable. That
being said, publicly implying that
the fraternity was involved with
the incident is an undue assumption and is in poor journalistic
taste. Furthermore, the statements
that "The entire [fraternity and
sorority] system must be refocused", and "if the headlines of
this year are any indication,
things on Vernon Street have

to tell if you don't know them,
odds are nearly half of them will
be Greek affiliates.
Every group that has contacted the IGC this Fall has received
our support and we have contacted numerous others to provide it.
It is my hope that this has brought
the Greek system into focus and
the next time it seems to be
unclear please do not hesitate to
contact me, because misconceptions are truly what damage us the
most.

Senator's Tacts' Wrong
continued from page 4

of "undecided" voters, young voters and "safety moms." These two
groups would likely be most

sign. In other words, the president
is not responsible for creating a
draft; Congress is. In an earlier
"attempt," legislation was put

Congress has no interest in reinstating a
draft and any discussion of the Presidents
"intentions" are, at best, a waste of time ...
opposed to a draft, as young voters could be drafted, as could the
children of "safety moms." These
two groups have been the target
of massive political campaigns;
due, in large part, to the fact that
just about every "talking head"
seems to feel the election will
likely come down to these two
groups.
While this tactic might prove
to be effective, it is one of the
dirtiest Muds of politics. John
Kerry knows that Congress must
pass legislation creating a draft,
which the president must then

forth
by
a
Democratic
Congressman, Charles Rangel,
calling for a draft. This motion
was defeated by a margin of 402
to 2.

of time, and more accurately
described as the worst kind of
duty politics.
While John Kerry is an
extremely polished politician, and
carefully watches everything that
can be linked to him, it is clear
that his campaign is quietly pushing these inaccurate issues into
the campaign's spotlight.
It seems to me that John
Kerry is so determined to get
elected that he is willing to further inaccuracies and scare people
into voting for him.

John Kerry is so determined to get
elected that he is willing to further inaccuracies and scare people into voting...
Such a wide margin clearly
indicates that Congress has no
interest in reinstating a draft and
any discussion of the president's
"intentions" are, at best, a waste

I suppose this is why I have
come to hate politics; in today's
world of "sound byte reality,"
issues that should be decided
using the facts rarely are.
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American Studies Hartford Candidates Promote
Works to Improve Student Political Involvement
tration in other departments,"
Sicherman added. As a full-time
NEWS WRITER
professor who lives on campus,
The
American
Studies
Masur has thrown himself into
Program, faced with declining
the
program
fulfilling
numbers of students choosing it
Sicherman's desire for more facas a major, has been making sigulty members that are completely
nificant changes in its curriculum
involved.
and faculty in an attempt to draw
"I'm thrilled to be at Trinity
more students.
College and participating fully in
the American Studies program,"
Last fall, the number of
said Masur.
American Studies majors was
down to 17, compared with 92 in
He addressed issues that make
the 1995-1996 school year.
the program unique and pertinent:
Barbara Sicherman, the cur- "This is especially a pivotal time
to be thinking about such quesrent chair of the American Studies
tions as what it means to be an
program, came up with a unified
American and the place of the
set of goals to complete in order
United States in the world.
to improve the program. "My first
goal," Sicherman commented, "is
Whatever issues troubled
to make the program a joint enterAmerican Studies in the past, the
prise between the students and the
program is now poised to confaculty because the students have
tribute significantly to undergradnot been tended to as they should. uate education and to intellectual
My second goal is to look over
life on campus and in the commuthe program and assess where we nity."
are. Many programs go through
One of the main hopes in

ASHLEY BELL

"I think people have moved away from
the program as a site of conflict..."
- Isaac Goldstein be;
cycles of interest, so I'm hoping
that by coming up with a longterm plan, the American Studies
program can improve and gain its
interest back. Finally, my third
goal is to draw in new faculty."
The first big step was in hiring Dr. Louis Masur as the
William Kenan Jr. Professor of
American Institutions and Values.
"One of the issues this program is
facing is that many of the faculty

bringing Masur to campus is that
the course selection within the
American Studies Program will
increase. Masur is currently
teaching courses "Law in US
Society" and a course on self and
society in American culture, and
his ideas for future courses are
unique and designed to boost
interest in the program.

members have a greater concen-

see STRUGGLING on page 9

"Next semester I will be

SGAMnsmnES-OCT.25
I. Suspension of Rules of
Parliamentary Procedure
II. Discussion of Cornerstone
Project by Alex Gordon- opportunities and threats regarding
pertinent issues- internal and
external
A. social and cultural
B. political and legal
C. competition
D. technology
E. economy
III. Parliamentary reinstated
IV. Approval of minutes
V. Added new business
VI. ERC
A. T-shirts
B. Website
C. Kickball league
VII. Social Life
A. Chnrtweils smvov
B. Thi/nu1 liousin<i reform
('. Mci'liny with KiC
VTTT. Aoademii- Affairs
A. CnmoiMoiii: Committi'tf
H. War long program* yieid
slmicrils iiwligihlu for honors

in first semester
DC. Community Development
A. Parking
B. Green Energy campaign
C. Social shuttle
D. Housing lottery committee
reform
E. Theme housing reform
X. Multicultural Affairs Council
A. Halloween on Vernon
B.MOCAMC Battle
C. Treasurer/secretary of
MAC needed
D. Women's Center
XI. Budget Committee
A. Updates oa SGA funds
B. Appeals
C. 80's party shut down
XII. Old Business
A. Halloween on Vemon
B. Cnruvni nvcr meager stul(l
dent
up|u>intjneni«
t"nnii?i>loin.: Project- teller lo
Vice 1'resident umeiiiled, also
lo be sail lo students and
President.
C. Lrtif-r taMi-d.

Politicians Remind Students of Local Issues' Pertinence to College
ADRtENNE GAFFNEY
NEWS WRITER

Hartford residents, including
Trinity students locally registered,
will elect representatives to several local and state offices on Nov.
2. However, the focus on the
increasingly close Kerry-Bush
race has many students forgetting
about local elections, despite the
fact that Hartford politics impact
life at Trinity.
Connecticut politicians have
many different ideas about where
the community is going and how
they want to direct it, but they all
agree that it is crucial that students take part in local government.
When asked which issues
were most important for students,
candidates gave very different

Hartford safer for students, so
that they can feel more comfort-

Chns

Senatt
uiuv.i
Abi Moldover

Chris Dodd is one of Connecticut's candidates for senate.
able in the city. "As community
leaders, policy leaders we try to
create an environment that will
give students a sense of safety

'This is important... because we want
the students to feel safe."
- John Fonfara, State Senate Candidate
responses.
Democrat John Fonfara, who
is running for State Senate,
stressed the importance of making

into the community and benefit
from the urban environment.

and security. This is important on
its own, because we want students to be safe." He continued,
"This encourages them to go out

Traditionally, Trinity students
have had a cloistered experience
in the city of Hartford. We want
them to go out and interact with
the community. They benefit
from the diversity of the city and
the community gets to benefit
from such talented students."
John Halstead, Republican
candidate for U.S. Congress,
spoke about the effect that the
current economy will have on
see TUTORIAL on page 8
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GREEKS CO-ED BY I 995
Tougher Alcohol Policy Also on the Way
JIM BARR '95
LAUREL PORTNOY '93
NEWS EDITORS

The Board of Trustees has
adopted a resolution requiring all
Greek organizations to become
coeducational by September
1995.
On Friday, twenty-one members of the Board of Trustees
were on campus for a multi-issue
oriented meeting. The committee
to review the role of fraternities
and sororities, chaired by Trustee
Douglas Tnasill '61, presented
the resolution, the result of a yearlong study.
According to the Chairman of
the Board of Trustees, Alfred J.
Koeppel '54, "The report calls for
the campus community to join
together in brining about, no later
than September 1995, 1) the
coeducation of fraternities and
sororities, 2) the establishment of
closer ties between Greek organizations and faculty, administrators, and alumni, 3) the improvement of the physical condition
and appearance of fraternity
houses, 4) the development of a
very strong alcohol policy, 5) the
strengthening of rules governing
the conduct of students during

pledge activities and social functions, 6) the fostering of social
alternatives to fraternities and
sororities."
In a meeting with President
Tom Gerety, Dean of Students
David Winder, Chairman of the
Board of Trustees Koeppel, and
Trustees Tansill and Arthur E.
Walmsley '48, it was agreed that
the process of implementing this
change would be a challenge.
"We didn't come up with every
answer," said Trustee Tansill.
President Gerety added that
"There is a lot of room for participation and input," in this plan.
Specifically, the resolution
calls for advisory boards to be
formed that will guide each
Greek organization through the
transition. Each advisory board
will be comprised of at least one
faculty member, one administrator, one alumnus/alumna, and the
appropriate representatives from
the Greek organization over
which they preside.
Besides implementing the
coeducational change, the resolution state that members of the
advisory boards will:
Establish monitoring or chaperoning procedures for social

functions;
Review hazing and pledging
activities;
Promote the intellectual
activities within the organization.
Also mandated by the resolution, Greek organizations will be
required to meet city and college
standards for their houses.
Chairman of trie"Board Koeppel
said that, "We will insist that they
will be maintained."
The resolution also requires
that "New policies regarding the
consumption of alcohol be instituted, with special emphasis on
rules regulating alcohol at social
functions." Dean of Students
David Winer said that the alcohol
policy was going to be evaluated
"irrespective of the Trustees decision."
Activities, including social
gatherings and pledge functions
were also addressed. Specific
recommendations of the committee include:
Closer monitoring of conduct
at social functions;
Definite closing times for
social events;
Restriction of pledge activities to weekends;
Prohibiting hazing.
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Newfirst-YearOrientation
Challenges Mind and Bmm
Stolen Chalice and Crucifix
Returned to Chapel

Miller Brings 17-Day Outdoor Program to College
continued from page 1
percent of the incoming class — the program will be first come first serve and
because there will be a fee, scholarships
will be available.
As a result of the time involved the program is challenging emotionally and physically but previous outdoor experience is

from time to time and he tries to slow
things down while I try to speed them up. I
like good old rock and roll from Bruce
Springsteen to Tom Petty to the Beatles.
Bruce Springsteen is at the top of the list
right now, above the Beatles even. I love
his energy and enthusiasm and the way he
uses his art to affect change.

A rare chalice and crucifix that were stolen from ihe Chapel in
July were personally returned to Roman Catholic Chaplain Michael
Dolan earlier this month after a number of leads had gone dry over
the summer.
Dolan said four individuals who stated that they were very religious stated that they had found a chalice and were looking for a
local Reverend by the name of Michael Dolan. "I said, i know him
very well, that's me," Dolan recalled.
The morning after the burglary took place, Dolan said he stopped
by his office to get his computer and was faced with a disaster.
Windows were smashed, his computer monitor, chalice and crucifix

"... it provides a chance for the students to challenge
themselves and increase self-confidence..."
- Andy Miller
I love people who really put an energy
not necessary. It's a fairly rugged environment with no cell phones or TV, but it is and an enthusiasm into everything they do,
beautiful and it provides a chance for the and that's one of the things I want to bring
students to challenge themselves and with the Quest program.
increase self-confidence in a big way during the transition to college from high
school.
TT; In what ways is Trinity different
from Kalamazoo? What, if anything,
would you like to see being done differently?
A.M.: Well both of the campuses are
gorgeous, but Trinity has an edge, especially with the chapel. Every day I walk by the
chapel and feel so happy and lucky to be
here.
The quality of the liberal arts education
is similar, and that is something which I
think is important. Trinity has the advantage of resources in having Hartford right
here, especially in terms of internship
npnprfnnifTes and community outreach. A
iot of siuuents complain about Hartford
being a dead city, but I think it has a lot of
Abi Moldover
resources waiting to be explored.
Andy
Miller
starting
an
outdoor
proLike Kalamazoo, Trinity has a lot of
gram
for
First-Year
Orientation.
motivated students who are looking for
things to get involved with, but then there
TT: Well I think that's about it, unless
is a heavy drinking environment on there is anything else you want to say of
Saturday nights.
course.
A.M.: Just that I'm really excited about
It's a matter of creating a community
and events to bring everything together. the Quest program and the leadership
The key difference would be the chapel opportunities it provides. Having been on

Chuck Pratt

Father Doian celebrates Mass with the chalice that was stolen in ;uty.

gone, melted ice covered the floor, and "everything was
unplugged." he said.
When Hartford residents heard about the burglary. Father Doian
said, "people in the city were upset" and offered their prayers for
the safe return of the chalice and crucifix.
Since the break-in, Campus Safety has made three major security enhancements to the chapel and its surroundings. These enhancements consist of increased lighting, removed vegetation that covered windows and door locks, and a general increase in security
checks and Campus Safety foot patrols near the chapel.
When a priest is ordained. Dolan explained, he is given a chalice. Its theft is the same, emotionally and sentimentally, "as if your
parents had their wedding ring or album stolen." The chalice was
silver with gold plating.
At the time of the police report, Dolan promised that he would
not prosecute the culprits if the items were returned. Police told The
Hartford Courant that no charges had been filed in the case.
~ David Pietrocola

"It's a matter of creating a community and events to
bring everything together."
- Andy Miller
though, and the Williams arch, and
Cinestudio — Cinestudio is fantastic.
IT- Dean Alford says that you have an
interest in 70s folk-rock music. Tell me
about that. Who is your favorite musician?
A.M." Oii'v one'7
TT: Your favorite musicians, then.
A.M.: Well Dean Alford leans a bit
more to the folk aspect. We play guitar

all sides of the program, I really don't
know if the current or the incoming students benefit from it more.
The selection process for the leaders
will be taking place at the end of this
semester or the beginning of next semester,
so both current students and faculty/staff
should keep an eye out for more information.

80s Party Ends in Pulled Alarm
The Trinity College Activities Council's 80s Party ended early
on Saturday when a fire alarm shunt was pulled shortly after midnight.
Students in attendance were evacuated from the Vernon Social
Center. The fire department responded to the pulled alarm and
checked the building.
Campus Safety declined to comment on the incident.

O
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5 p.m., Wednesday, Nov. 3, 2004, Wean
Terrace Room B
Paul Hoffman, 'The Women of Juarez
and Ending Violence Against Womenw
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£}. 4 p.m. t o 6 p.m., Thursday, Dec. 9, 2004, Wean
c Terrace Room B
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International Human Rights Day
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Human Rights Program

'- r J .Ighters responded to the
c&'Jal Center.
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Politicians Encourage Tutorial Students Contemplate
Local Election Interest Best Way to Use Recent Grant
continued from page 6

today's students in the future if
nothing is done about it.
"Younger workers are skeptical
that they will get Social Security
because of under-funding, I sup-

is federal loans which happen on
a federal and state level. We
make the decisions about state
loans to college students," he
said.
All candidates interviewed

"This is the environment they are existing in for four years."
- Fonfara
port individual accounts where
you take money and invest it in
your own account."
He also spoke about his
desire to balance the budget. "I
want to do something about the
deficit. Improving the deficit
means cutting costs. I went
through a list of programs and

agreed that it is important for
Trinity students to vote in local
elections. Fonfara stressed the
importance of voting locally:
"This is the environment that they
are existing in for four years.
Local elections are important
because it is the local representatives who deal with issues like

"Students have a great sense of curiosity
and they should take it to a local level."
- Kenneth Green, State Assembly Candidate
determined which were most critical. Privatized federal correctional institutions are another
way to save money over years."
Democrat Kenneth Green,
who is running for State
Assembly, spoke about the
important government finance
decisions that affect students.
"One thing important to students

where is Trinity going, how is it
perceived, can Hartford be a
place where students can live
after graduation?"
Green spoke about what a
great force students could be if
they became active in local politics, "Students have a great sense
of curiosity and they should take
that to a local level."

Grant Given to Students Brings Forth Thoughts for Areas of Improvement
Continued from page 1

Oct. 21. Students hope to have
preliminary
proposals
by
Thanksgiving and finish planning
by Winter Break, so that they can
begin their efforts in the community immediately upon their
return in the Spring. "There are
lots of really enthusiastic people,"
said Reed. "Once projects get
approved, this will really take
off."
"There is already a great deal
of buzz," said Lloyd. "Some students have organized a committee
to be a philanthropic organization, some have made community
contacts, and some have begun
pitching ideas." Students began
informally discussing ideas during their weekly Tutorial seminars on Friday, Oct. 22.

less; others about researching the
effects of housing developments
or Wal-Mart on the community.
Some projects may involve
Hartford's schools. One group of

"It will better tie both tutorial and the
college as a whole to the immediate area."
- Chris Easier '07
students thought of establishing
an elementary after-school program, and another group of students talked about starting ceramics instruction at the Learning
Corridor, where there is an incomplete ceramics studio.
"I personally would like to see
it go towards increasing awareness about climate change," said
Danny Simon '07.

"There is already a great deal of buzz."
- Dan Lloyd, Tutorial College Director
Chris Basler '07 feels that
"the presence of the grant will
encourage students to produce
more community oriented projects."
Some students talked about
traveling through Hartford distributing supplies to the home-

must decide what projects to
implement and how to spend the
money. Some concerns are
whether to fund many individual
projects or to work on one larger

The grant's potential, said
Basler, "is great because in the
long run it will better tie both
tutorial and the college as a whole
to the immediate area."
If the projects go well this
year, Solomon will renew the
fund next year. Tutorial students

project and whether to place a
restriction on how much money
each project can use.
According to the agreement,
the grant is designed "to give
students a first-hand knowledge
of non-profit and communitybased organizations and an
important learning experience in
self-government, especially with
respect to allocating limited
resources to projects for community improvement."
"This is a unique opportunity," said Lloyd, "in that it is the
first time I know of a grant for
community service with a
chance for students to determine
how it is spent."
With this fund, Tutorial students have the opportunity to
make a big impact on the community. "Hartford's going to hear
about it," said Reed.

Ticket Network

Come walk the road less traveled
Can you imagine yourself providing health education in
Tonga, organizing a forestationproject in Senegal, orteaching
English in Uzbekistan?
175 Wesleyan graduates have served in
Peace Corps since 1961 27 are currently serving.
Will you be next?

Still going to School and looking to get a head
start on your career? We have positions for
you. Work at a growing high tech company
located in Vernon, Connecticut. At Ticket
Network you can customize your work schedule
and gain valuable work experience. We are in
need of:
Customer Service Representatives - B2B and
B2C
HTML - Web Editor

MeetPeaceQjp Recruiter and former Volunteer Andrew Burlless:

Graphic Designer

Information Table
Wednesday, October 27,2004
4:00 pm-6:00 pm
Davenport Campus Center

Junior Business Analyst

Peace Corps
IfeiseaiBg. Howfarwiyougo?
wwvv.peacecorps.gov 800.424.8580

Data Miner - Cold Calling Required
Candidates should have SAT scores above 1200,
or a GMAT score above 600, and a 3.3 or
greater GPA. Most of these positions have a
starting rate of $12.00 per hour. Please use
application process on
www.ticketnetwork.com/careers>
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Sophomore President Otsks:
Has Bio; Ideas f01 Trin

KRISTIN KREMER
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

STEFANIE LOPEZ-BOY
STAFF WRITER
Staff writer Stefanie LopezBoy
sat
down with
Sophomore
Class president Mike
Lenihan
1
and got to
know him
as well as
you can
without
*
getting,
well, pers on a I.
What fol-

to run for sophomore class
President again vs. class Senator
this year?
ML: Because I grew to love
- .' jNMf it. I like that
I
didn't
have
a
structured
or assigned
.' »
-*„•*
area that I
could participate in. I
^g could get
j ^ | involved

rr
^f

I*

lows is a
transcript

Jz*r

'^ ' l B

w ma

i

l° t o f

'jt
mm other comJ K 1 - fV°SB mittees and

yBr - ^ j | stuff with-

j* , • ff 4 ^ 1 out being on
r

«* 'iSr ^ ^ B

SGA

"

J

Abi Moldover
mean, I m
of
their Le n ; n a n is a two-time Class President i n v o l v e d
with a lot of
meeting.
other
stuff,
so
meetings
every
Trinity Tripod: What is your
Monday
night
probably
would
ethnic background?
Mike LenihaiE My- grandfa- not have worked out as well as
ther and grandmother on my my committee meetings, which
mom's side are from Germany and are less frequent. I like the fact
my dad's mother is from Germany, that I am interacting more with

"I like the fact that I am interacting
more with my class as opposed to behind
the scenes like SGA is." - Mike Lenihan '07
as well. My dad's father is from
Canada, so I am 75 percent
German and the rest Canadian.
IT: I know you thought when
you were class President last year
that you also had a voice on the
SGA and you were disappointed
when you found out that was not
the case. So, why did you choose

my class as opposed to behind the
scenes like SGA is.
IT. What do you bring with
you to the table from your experience from last year?
ML: We want to bring a hard
copy of the Facebook to Trinity.
see LENIHAN on page 12

Family Weekend is gone, and
with it all of those wonderful offcampus dinners. It's necessary to
take a break from campus food
now and then to enjoy the diversity of food in the Hartford area.
Osaka, in West Hartford Center,
offers not only sushi but a great
variety of fish-less entrees.
Although the Bistro offers sushi,
sometimes the two-day-old
California rolls just don't cut it.
While Mather, the Cave and the
Bistro are all tempting dining
options, man cannot live on
chicken and cheese alone.
Nestled just to the side of
Max's Oyster Bar, Osaka may
appear slightly unassuming from
the outside. The inside of the
restaurant is adorned with

lanterns, Japanese artwork and a
fully equipped sushi bar. Seating
is available at the bar where you
can watch the rolls being prepared. Along with the tables and

lover or just looking to try it out,
you can find a nice variety of
rolls, sushi and sashimi at great
prices. For a la carte sushi, sixpiece rolls range from $3.50 to

Quality Tout of 5):
Damage:
booths, Osaka offers unique
group rooms that seat up to eight.
These separate rooms are
enclosed by paper screens and
create a more intimate, traditional
environment in which to dine.
The ambiance of the restaurant is
enhanced by the soft Japanese
music, which is both relaxing and
enjoyable.
Whether you're a real sushi

$7.50; individual pieces of sushi
and sashimi range from $1.50-$4
each.
Once the menu arrives, if you
can't pick just one or two items,
there are meals available that consist of different rolls, pieces of
sushi, and sashimi. You can have
a sampling of fish for anywhere
see SAVOR on page 13

Return of the sos Party
ALLIE SHEAN
FEATURES WRITER
So, who knew Gizmo and his
gremlin friends had decided to
make a comeback in celebration
of the 80s party? Yeah - I was
surprised too! When I first saw
them. ~i thought they were just
some random freshmen boys with
unsightly body hair. I mean, you
have to agree; it can be hard to tell
the difference between the two.
I'm sure the night would have
gone off without a hitch if everyone had remembered you can
never EVER feed a gremlin after
midnight. As soon as the Party
Barn's fire alarm went off, I knew
why — they had gotten into the
free pizza (sooo good!) and the

Halloween on Vemon Si

Chuck Pratt

Don't you wish that your prom dress looked like hers?
result was utter catastrophe and
the early ending of the 80s dance
(nooo good!). Those gremlins,
always ruining everything! And
to think, I invited one back to my
room.
Sadly, one of the most coveted nights of nearly every Trin student's social calendar was ended
abruptly this year. Those countless nights you spent worrying
over whether girls would find
your hot pink short-shorts sexy,
whether that guy from your econ
class will prefer the neon-green or
neon-blue leggings, or whether
you should go with the aviators
even though it is clearly dark outside — were all apparently for
nothing! (BTW - chicks totally

started preparing for this weeks in
advance by watching reruns of "I
Love the 80s" and "I Love the
80s: Strikes Back" on VH1. I
mean, so what if I missed a midterm so I could catch the 1987
episode for the sixth time? This is
the 80s dance people! Get your
priorities straight!
My roommates and I tried on
our outfits and practiced "strutting" at least four times last week:
Wednesday night, again Thursday
night, Friday afternoon and even
Saturday morning. To be honest,
I've just started to wear mine
under the rest of my clothing - so
if.it looks like I've put on a few,
it's totally not cause I ate all the
candy my room bought for the

The best thing about the 80sdance is
that no one cares how dumb they look...

Abi Moldover

Neighborhood children in costume came to campus this Sunday to ceiebrate Halloween on
Vernon St Participants in the event ranged from greek organizations to cultural houses, and
each had an event, like candy pong, to entertain the kids.

dig a hot stud in hot pink clothing,
always go with neon blue, and
never underestimate the power of
aviators; there is nothing I enjoy
more than seeing drunk kids
wearing sunglasses at night, especially when they run into trees,
the Bistro and, even better, each
other.)
I don't think I can even
express my disappointment I

kids doing Halloween on Vernon.
I mean, those leggings seriously
add 15 pounds and I swear, someone came in our room, opened our
bag of butterfingers, ate all but
one, and left before I could catch
them.
I do have to admit however,
that the 20 minutes I was at the
see BLEACHED on page 14
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Around Trinity
Due to the 80s Party, AT was radically intoxicated this weekend. AT has retained only brief flashes of clarity from those fateful hours. Here are, in
no particular order, a list of those events that AT
is capable of recollecting. Perhaps you can help
AT piece together where AT went and what AT
did on 80s night by checking off those things
that you, too, witnessed. Whoever spotted the
most items on the checklist, you win.
•

Tom Cruise from Risky Business.

•

AT on the floor of the Party Barn.

•

Hot pink puffy taffeta prom dress.

•

A man with a suit and moustache.

Q

Leg-warmers. P.S. This isn't Flashdance.

•

Firefighters. That was confusing for AT.

•

Tom Cruise from Top

•

The A-Hole who pulled the fire alarm (don't
worry if you don't get this one, he seems to
be in hiding.)

•

Easy Mac. That's a real blurry one.

•

Acid-washed anything.

•

A guy who was the epitome of "RAD."

•

Dean Card wearing a leotard.

•

Side ponytails and scrunchies.

•

A "My Little Pony." AT tried to ride it.

•

The inside of the Hall. Yeah, weird.

•

Someone doing the Running Man.

•

Boys in short shorts. P.P.S. This isn't
Flashdance.

FEATURES

Police officers being harassed.

Q] Faux-velvet leggings.
•

Old school Lacoste polo shirts. Don't worry,
they still popped the collars in the 80s.

•

Michaelangelo — he's a party dude.

Q] Glow-in-the-dark fireflies.
Q Crimped/teased/hairsprayed hair.
•

Baked goods in aluminum foil.

•

Under-age drinking. AT didn't see any. Obvi.

•

The basement of Psi U.

O Tight jeans. Not that AT was looking ...
•

Jumpers. Denim, and with many buttons.

•

High-tops. Like Curt Schilling.

•

Disgruntled band members.

- OCTOBER 26, 2004

Lenihon Strives for
want to go abroad to Rome and the class to sit in and a seat for
continued from page 11
We had this idea before Facebook the headquarters of the World the professor. Kind of like the
came out, so it's not like we're Health Organization is there. She old Greek Amphitheaters, but not
"Facebook wannabes" or any- told me that I can get an intern- that big." I would petition to the
thing. My sister has it at ship there, which would go design committee or whomever
Lafayette, and I thought it would toward my human rights concen- and see if we could get it done.
be fun to have something like tration. So I can definitely do You know that gnarly-looking
that. We had a sophomore night Public Policy and go abroad. If I block of wood outside of Jones
at the Bistro last week, which was can't do both, I'll try to minor in that people post things on? Well
kind of last minute because TJ History. I'm trying to do a six- wouldn't it be great if you could
have a nice block of wood with a
forgot to tell us at the meeting year program at Trinity.
TT:
What
do
you
think
your
clock on top so people could tell
that we had the week before. But
it was fine because they booked role is in terms of the Honor time as they walked around campus?
the band and we just had to order Code, as Class President?
ML: Personally, I'm very
TT: How do you like Trinity
pizza. Granted, there were more
family members of the band honest. I think it's tough to make so far?
other people be honest. But I supML: Love it. Absolutely love
there than there were students,
but we had a good time. We port the Honor Code whole-heart- it. I think I like it so much
have one on Nov. 16 and we edly. It's the next logical step because my mom and dad told
want to have a "presidential" toward getting Trinity where we me when I was coming here,
"It'll be whatevtheme. We are
er you want to
just going to have
T o me, that is what college is all about: make it." You
the Pipes come
being interactive." - Mike Lenihan '07
hear that all the
and sing, so we
time, you make
are going to see
your
college
what they can do
experience
whatever
you
want it
want
to
be
as
an
academic
institufor us. We also want to do a lot
to
be
...
all
rhetoric,
until
you
tion.
If
you
can
have
students
of projects with the theme housactually
put
it
into
play.
Last
respect
each
other
enough
to
take
ing, because it's a strong proresponsibility for their peers and year I said to myself, I want to do
gram this year.
7T: What else do you do on be honest, then you can help mold stuff, I want to get involved. The
President thing catapulted me
how you behave.
campus?
TT: What are your plans for into the center of everything. I
ML: I am the captain of the
men's swim team. I'm on the this year aside from the facebook, got to meet a lot of people that
Academic Affairs Committee. which you were working on last you probably should be meeting
anyway. I was so impressed last
I'm involved with an Integrity year?
Contract group with Dean Alford.
ML: What I like about being year with being able to have
I'm also on the Student Athletic Class President is that I like to get lunch with Dean Alford. To me
Advisory Board with Robin involved in things that I probably that is what college is all about:
Sheppard.
have no right being involved in, being interactive. I have friends
TT: What are you planning on but I can't help it. I see a need for who just sit there and don't do
improvement and I want to fix it. too much and don't know anymajoring in?
ML: I'am trying to do a dou- For example, Renny Fulco was one. I don't think I could ever
ble major in Public Policy and talking one day last semester live like that. I was lucky that no
History. I love both of them. I about how she wanted to take us one was interested in running for
went to the Public Policy major outside for class but there was President, so I was able to jump
dinner with Renny Fulco the nowhere for us to sit. And I was right into that. I guess it all
other night and she advised me thinking, "Wouldn't it be interest- depends on-whafeyou want to do
that I could declare a Public ing if you could get like a group and how much you want to be
of stone benches over on a corner involved, because the opportuniPolicy major now and do as much
History as possible. Because I of the quad in a semi circle for ties are all there.

Election Drives Women to Act
continued from page 1

•
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cern of the upcoming election,
theresults of which could affect a
woman's right to choose.
Although the participants last
Thursday did not officially adopt
a stance in favor of either candidate, the gathering had a very prochoice feel.
The signs and the table inside
of Mather stirred up a large
amount of discussion. So many
people stopped by the table,
where student volunteers were
passing out information and condoms, that by dinnertime supplies
had run out. Many of those who
came by either had thoughts to
voice or questions to ask.
Not only did the event raise
discussion about abortion, but
also about politics and its role in
women's issues, as well as when
there should and should not be a
connection between the government and women's concerns.
Planned Parenthood's mission
statement reads:
"Planned
Parenthood believes in the fundamental right of each individual,
throughout the world, to manage
his or her fertility, regardless of the

individual's income, marital status, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, age, national origin, or residence. We believe that respect and
value for diversity in all aspects of
our organization are essential to
our well-being. We believe that
reproductive self-determination
must be voluntary and preserve the
individual's right to privacy. We
further believe that such selfdetermination will contribute to an
enhancement of the quality of life,
strong family relationships, and
population stability."
Those participating in the
National Young Women's Day
demonstrations believe that the

values put forth in this mission
statement are being threatened in
the face of the imminent presidential election. Abi Moldover, a
senior and the Anti-Violence
Coordinator for the Women's
Center, said, "The day was a big
success and it seemed to bring out
a lot of student discussion concerning abortion and women's
rights, which is extra important
these days since we are so close
to the election."
The Sexual Assault Response
Team,
Promoting
Healthy
Awareness of Bodies, Zeta
Omega Eta, and the Women's
Center helped planthe event.

Abi Moldover

Kate Mortensen '05 at the tables at Mather on Thursday.
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sshiroi
el was disappointing, as the texture was
very tough and the taste was overpowerfrom $10 to $25.
Edamame is a must-have before the ingly fishy. The cooked fish rolls were
meal. These cooked soy beans are sea- wonderful. The shrimp tempurc roll
soned with different salts, making for a included a fried shrimp wrapped in rice and
delicious appetizer. Miso soup is equally seaweed. The crunchy texture enhanced
important to have before the meal itself. the flavors of the roll itself.
The fish-less entrees of chicken teriyaThis healthy Japanese soup consists of soy,
tofu, seaweed and scallops. While this may ki and shrimp tempura were ideal for
not sound incredibly appetizing, it's deli- those not interested in sushi. Both meals
cious and definitely worth trying at just came with goyoza, salad, and fried
$1.75 a bowl. Most meals also include dumplings. Goyoza is a fried ball of potato served with barbeque sauce
Miso soup.
and unfortunately didn't fit
When the sushi comes
well with the Japanese
out, it's displayed in a colortheme of the meal. The
ful array on a large platter.
salad included a nice ginger
Each person is given a small
dressing and the fried
dish for soy sauce and a
dumplings were good, conminiature wooden table on
sisting of ground beef and
which to put the rolls and
served with soy sauce. The
sashimi. Along with the,
chicken teriyaki itself was
rolls, ginger and wasabi are
served on a hot plate and
served. Ginger can be added
came sizzling to the table. The
to the pieces of sushi to give a
slightly sweet and sharp taste. The wasabi shrimp tempura was crunchy and had a
can be added to the soy sauce at your own nice flavor when dipped into the tempura
discretion. This little green ball may look sauce.
On the whole, the entrees were good,
harmless, but in fact it is extremely spicy,
but
certainly not standout.
as learned by an adventurous diner who
Osaka is a great sushi restaurant, made
swallowed the entire ball whole. The bite
of the wasabi complements the sushi well even better by its location in West Hartford
Center. It's ideal for the weekends when
and adds even more flavor.
The sushi itself consists of fresh fish you're looking for exotic flavors a tenenclosed in, seasoned sticky rice and sea- minute drive away. The prices are very
weed. With a little bit of ginger and soy reasonable and the atmosphere is perfect
sauce, the tastes all come together nicely. for dining with just two or even a large
The seasoning on the rice is very mild and group. If you do go, be sure to try the spicy
no one flavor dominates the others. The tuna roll and the Miso soup; they won't distuna roll has the perfect taste and texture, appoint.
and the spicy tuna roll is even better with
Osaka is located at 942-A Farmington
the added spicy mayonnaise. The macker- Ave., West Hartford.
continued from page 11
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"tbe Ghost of

"tmpoos past*
This -week, the Features Editors have been lucky enough to
channel the spirit of the Neato(tm) 8-Ball, the Tripod'sfirstfortune telling device. Neato is excellent in offering his advice on
everything from -where to buy victory garden scarecrows, to
how to catch the girls of your dreams, even if you can't jitterbug
like Fred Astaire in that new flick.

LEO
OAMUAIW 20 - ^E&fUJAPO/ 18

Oui_y 23 - A U G U S T 22

Are you going to go to Paris anytime
soon? Aquarius, signs point to yes. E>ut
you might not be in the City of LoVe With
a Lady, so make sure to pack your best suit
in case you meet one soon, llere ave some
French phrases that may be of use: je
t'aime - I LoVe you. Je te detests - I hate
you. you should be fine With those two.

.ihouLd you Woo that broad you've had your
eye on by buying her a fancy gift? fv^y
sources say no. This Lady doesn't need diamonds to be happy, she just needs a new
^.rector s e t 6he Won't be abLe to keep
her hands off of i t ELndLess hours of fun
can come from experimenting With its
many parts and positions.

Pcsces
- M A R C H 20

Pisces, are you going to pass the ELcon \O\
examP Neato says you may rely on rt so
forget studying tonight and go knock back
a couple with your friends. In these uncertain times whatdo you think is more important, getting ahead in Life or getting ridiculously drunkP Neato knows that youll
make the right decision.

A U G U S T 23 - S E ^ T E M & E R . 22

Are you going to be as big as O\A B>Lue
Eyes. Virgo? \Vffchout a Doubt. E>egin by
joining one of the a capeLla groups on campus and singing your cares away. Then
enroll in Intermediate E>allet where you
can Work on your plies. Just don't try to
do anything to change your eye color.

That's cLearly not possible.

M w . c n 2 1 - A P R J L 13

S£P>TEM&EA. 23 - OCTO&Eft. 22

Wandering if you WiLL be the next CJVegory
Peck. Aries? Very doubtful, unfortunateLy. It's time to stop trying to make yourseLf cry in the mirror — no one is going to
Want that face in l-loLlyWood. -5ay, I hear
you're good at baking, \Vhy don't you try
your hand as a scuffle chef? Ladies loVe
a man who can rise to the occasion.

\ViLL you get a swell treat on JJaLLoWeen,
Libra? Yes. definitely. And not just a
&aby Ruth, either. 6 0 make sure that you
look presentable on Saturday night N/jake
your costume Work for you. Neato suggests that you replicate Superman, the
lv|an of -5teeL Pick your Woman and carry
her away.

TAUfUJS
A P W L 20 - M A X 20

Wondering if you can LoVe a Woman as
good as Perry Como can. Taurus? tyost
likely, says Neat?. That's great news for
you. but probably not for your friends, so
make sure to Watch your back. They might
be jealous of your skills (especially your
bow hunting ones) and if you get too cocky.
that speLb disaster!

OCTO&Eft- 23 - WOVEM&EA- 21
Are you going to get that stockbroking job
you've been yearning for. t>corpp Ivjy reply
b no. E>ut don't Worry, you might stiLL make
it to Levittown yet Q.very hard-working
man deserves a backyard to barbeque in
and a yard for the rug-rats that you WiLL be
siring soon. iJere's a tip: I hear that typeWriters are so hot right now.

SAGCTTAfUUS
M A X 2 1 - O u w e 21

Ryan Brodeur

LOTMfewM#?r Drag Hal,
I^RdayfeFriday, tlasrrfe t 2MF

M O V Q W 6 E R . 22 - Deceiw&Eft- 21

Think you might have to go fight for the \ViLL Communism invade the U.i>? Pon't
count on rt Those Reds aren't nearly as
good ol' U.i> of A. C/emini? Neato says
the outkeoV. is not so good. Nee you flat-scary as they seem. YouVe got Uncle
.3am and some Very big bombs on your
footed and trying to hide r t ? Ejnbrace
yourself and become a happier person, side. £>o get out of that shelter, stop hiding under your desk, and show those
even if it means you get painful aches and
cramps. PLus that career in dance Would Commies that you're no scaredy cat. Red's
not your coLor anyway.
have meant an early retirement anyway.

OUME 22 - Oucy 22

£>EC£M&EA. 22 - OANUAft-y 19

wondering \fyou are stiLL on txackto gradLet's just lay rt aLL out there. Cappy. old
uate even after stepping on the Plaque?
paL Is your future a bright one? Outlook
It is decidedly so. decrees Neato. so no good. Phew. Neato is darn reLieVed.
fears. Cancer! You can hopscotch, cartbecause here's nothing Neato disLikes
wheeL or do anything else (ahem) your Lit- more than telling an unhappy future.
tle heart desires because. no curse is
You're going to be successful a C^rade-A
going to stop you from getting tossed out
LoVer, and even better-Looking than you are
unpreprared into the real WorLd. llurrahi •
now — even on coLor T-V

FEATURES
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AND THE BEAT GOES ON
continued from page 11
dance were definitely "tubular,"
although not quite as tubular as
the kid who shaved RAD into his
hair. It doesn't get better than
puffy prom dresses, acid-washed
jeans, gold-sequined suits and
crimped hair.
Plus, who knew we had so
many men on campus who so
closely resembled a young-Tom
Cruise as he appeared in a variety
of 80s movies? Is it "Risky
Business" wearing nothing but a
white collared shirt, boxer briefs
and tube socks? Yeah ... but it's
hot. And how fun was that kid
Chuck Pratt
with the kite? Why a kite is
You can dance if you want to, you can leave your cares behind.
"80s," I know not, but I have to
admit, it was a damn, cool kite.
rendition, so start practicing!)
10:30. By the way, you really
Ben Franklin would have been
It's pretty much the only night
should learn to pull your shades
proud.
you'll ever catch Trin students
down. Like whoa.
The best thing about the 80s
wearing something they purSo even though it was cut
dance is that no one cares about
chased from the Salvation Army,
short, the 80s dance actually prohow dumb they look, whether
although I did notice some of the
duced some very memorable
their hair is frizzing, or whether it
guys seemed almost too comfortmoments, and some memorable
looks weird if they're singing
able in their multi-colored, neon,
blisters (yay for purple pumps!).
"Like a Virgin" at the top of their
bootie-shorts they bought "just
I'm hoping Trin students will
rally and decide to throw another
80s party, and that this one will
last more than an hour. Come on
kids, what could be more fun than
learning that half the clothes in
your wardrobe are tacky? Like
when my friends shrieked, "Oh
my gaaaawd Allie, where did you
get that shirt? And that skirt ...
its soooo ugly!" Yeah, I hadn't
put on my outfit yet, but that's
cool. SIKE!

It's ... the only night you'll ever catch
Trin students wearing something they
purchased from the Salvation Army...
lungs on the drank bus. (Note to
sing-along girls on DATTCO:
next year, why not throw in some
Depeche Mode, or even The
Cure. I'd really love to hear your

hours" before the dance. Sure,
Johnny — I totally believe you
don't own those, and you definitely don't jazzercise around
your room in them every night at

Halloween Costumes
We Are SO Over
\O. Princess. \V<e already saw the klappa pledges.

9- CjWst Do you really Want that nasty sheet on
your head?

8 . Angel/PeViL Don't act Like you have a con-

science.
~J. .bmurf. It means you re a hermaphrodite.

6. The sUfbiy (fill in the blank). You dress Like
that eVery Weekend anyway.

5. CeWboy/CerWgirL face it. you're at Trinity. It's
ab<?ut as far from Texas as you can get.

A. Pimp. You ain't got what it takes, foo.

3. $c\\00lg\rl That's where E>rit started cut and
noW she has a Weird husband.

2.. Dubya. \Ve might have to see him for another
four years. Don't rub it in.

!..6p*?rfcs personalities. UnLess you're go'mg to be
Schilling and come With a bloody sock.

l i t * A A t i l l A H i A » A A A 111 I H H l i l l i l A A

Career Services
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT...

Upcoming Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting! ^On-Campus Interviews!
Tuesday. October 26
Avon Self Storage- Office Sales Person
Dartmouth College- External Relations Manager
Belcan Tech Services- Mechanical Engineer; Aircraft Engineers
Wednesday. October 27
Grove Creek Asset Management- Assistant to Portfolio Management Team
Thursday, October 28
WhenU.Com- Analyst, Search Operations
The Hartford- Accountant; Associate Underwriter; Complex Claim Group
Representative
Friday. October 29

*V Carney, Sando-e mad Associates-( Interviews on Campus
ll/3/04)Teachers/ Administrators ia independent Schools
American Express Financial Advisors, Inc.- Financial Advisor
Catholic Family Services- Academic Support Team Choice Worker
Combined Jewish Philanthropies— Administrative Assistant;
Administrative Assistant in Development
Butler Technical Group- Quality Assurance Tech Writer Analyst; Quality
Engineer
Saturday. October 30
Supreme Court of the United States- Payroll and Employee Relations Specialist
Lockheed Martin Corporation- Engineering Position
Friday. October 29
FLAG Capital Management— Analyst Position
University of Connecticut Health Center— Student Assistants
Mather Corporation- Accounting/ Payroll/ Reception
Interlock Media, Inc.- Associate Producer
Knowledge Delivery Systems- Educational Sales Professional
EF Education- Regional Manager, Cultural An Pair; Tour Consultant
Judge Baker Children's Center- Participant Locator/ Research Assistant
Carnegie Communications- Data Analyst
Hadassah— Administrative Assistant
AFL-CIO Organizing Institute- Union Organizer
Trinity College- Student Caller Program
Jacobson Consulting Applications, Inc.- P/T Non-Profit Sales Assistant
Executive search Group- Executive Search Group
Sunday. October 31
University of Connecticut Health Center- Computer Education Specialist/ Payroll
Position
,..
Seginus M D - Customer Support Representative
Inflexion,foe-Research Coordinator

Sunday. October 31
- .
Toxikon- AP Accountant
Global Consulting for Educators- English Educators
Goodman Resources- Executive Assistant; Administrative/ Personal Assistant;
College Grad- Investment Banking; Administrative Coordinator; Recent College
GradV Administrative Assistant; Public Finance Administrative Assistant
New Line Cinema- Internships Available- Business and Legal Affairs; ECommerce; Fine Line Acquisitions; Fine Line Marketing; Home Entertainment;
Licensing and Merchandising; Music and Business Affairs; National Promotions;
New Media; Television and Ancillary; Television
Standard Builders- Business and Accounting Experience
Core Financial Staffing— Operations Analyst
The Hartford Club- Part Time Receptionist
Connecticut Valley Girl Scout Council- Technology Support
Meredith Broadcasting Group- Business Manager; Sales/ Administrative Assistant
Comergent Technologies, Inc.— Data Analyst
St.Paul Travelers- Sr. Actuarial Support Analyst
The Association for Community Living- Program Manager
Yale University— Institute of Sacred Music Asssistants
CBR Institute for Biomedical Research- Research Technician
German Chancellor Scholarship Program- German Chancellor Scholarship
Monday. November 1
Meredith Broadcasting Group- Commercial Coordinator
Information Mapping— Learning Solutions Administrator; Marketing Coordinator
United States Department of States— Various Summer Internships
Museum of Contemporary Art- Marjorie Susman Curatorial Fellowship
SCORE! Educational Centers- Management Training Program
Provident Funding- Mortgage Professional Trainee
Tuesday. November 2
The Bushnell-Donor Services Assistant
Wednesday. November 3
Trinity College- Website Maintenance
Meredith Broadcasting Group- Assignment Editor
Haestad Methods-Engineers specializing in Hydrolics/Hydrology
Please visit Trinity Recruiting for application information at:
http://trincoU.erecruiting.com
We're available Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM
Walk-in hours are 12:00 to 5:00 PM
Wednesday night walk-ins from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Visit Trinity Recruiting often for latest updates on
events, special programs and lob listings

.

=nc
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9-11:30 pjrit.

Thursday, OctM, 2004
cover charge = 1 free beverage
Free Sticks and Wings,
ng Cash, All Ages Welcome, Bring ID
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Mark Robinson and Portastatic Come to Hamlin Ha
GREG POLJN
ARTS EDITOR
This afternoon Trinity will be honored
with a rare event. Two legendary independent record label owners will be coming to lecture and perform as part of the
Seabury 19 series. They will discuss how
they got started, how to survive and grow
in a market dominated by oppressive major
labels, how to juggle a label with having a
life, and what it's like being an artist and
producing and distributing one's own
music. The two speakers are Mark
Robinson from TeenBeat Records and Mac
McCaughan from Merge Records.
Robinson is well known for his solo
work, but is more famous for his two main
bands: the now defunct Unrest and Flin
Flon. Unrest, which started as a highschool improv outfit in 1985, was the first
TeenBeat release. They sold about 60
copies of their "album" on cassette mainly

www.artistdirect.com

Unrest is legendary in the indie scene.
to friends at their school.
However, the band didn't quit after
graduation. Instead they kept making
music and developing their undergroundpop sound. Releasing records mainly on
Robinson's own label, the group became

poster boys for Do-It-Yourself recordings
and became one of the quintessential
underground rock acts of the 80s and early
90s, predating the grunge movement.
Their eclectic pop sensibilities, coupled
with their ironic and often satirical lyrics,
defined a generation.
Flin Flon continues in that tradition on
TeenBeat. TeenBeat itself has grown
immensely since 1985. Starting with just
one band, the label now sports a roster of
more than 44. They include such acts as
Versus, The Rondelles, Plus/Minus, EGGS,
and hollAnd. They have put out over 350
releases. The label remains a flagship and
paradigm for any small label looking to get
written into the history books.

Dr. Strangelove Reappears
Briefly on the Silver Screen
NICK CALLAHAN
ARTS WRITER

ful opportunity to change this, to see
Strangelove as it was meant to be seen, and
One of the most popular, famous, and to appreciate its immortality.
greatest movies of the 20th century has
While the plot is familiar to many, a
come to our very own Cinestudio: Stanley brief overview is in order. Strangelove is
Kubrick's masterpiece Dr. Strangelove or: the story of an air force officer named Jack
How I learned to Stop Worrying and Love Ripper, played by Sterling Hayden, who
the Bomb.
completely loses his mind and orders a
Dr. Strangelove is one of those movies nuclear strike on the U.S.S.R. He believes
that most people have seen or have at least that the communists are poisoning the bodheard of; I'm certain that most people will ily fluids of the Americans and will stop at
recognize the image of Slim Pickens riding nothing, including nuclear war, to stop

v

: •_

Robinson has played Trinity before, on
two different occasions. Back in the early

www.teenbeat.com

Robinson has three solo albums.
90s he played Cleo as part of Unrest and
received a packed house. Then he played
the Bistro two years ago with another
TeenBeat band, The Fontaine Toupes and
played to a crowd of about 10, only about
three of which were Trinity students.
McCaughan got his start hi a similar
way. He started Merge Records in the summer of 1989, the same summer he formed
the' now well known band Superchunk,
then only known as Chunk. The label
worked off of borrowed money and functioned out of bedrooms until 1992, when
the label released its first full-length album,
the first SuperChunk LP, Tossing Seeds.
With that album Merge joined with veteran
label Touch and Go to help manufacturing
and distribution.
Fifteen years after they began, they
finally moved into their own building in
Durham, N.C. Merge now has a roster of

www.villagevoice.com

Superchunk got together is 1989.

See LEGENDARY on page 18

Studio 19: Mark Robinson lecture
Tuesday, Oct. 26 at 4 p.m.
Seabury Hall, Studio 19,3rd floor
Robinson is best known as the guitarist and vocalist of the beloved indie pop band
Unrest, in addition to being the entrepreneur of TeenBeat Records, a label that fired
off its first release in 1985. An influential member of the Washington, D.C. music
scene, Mark will share his insights on independent music, creating a record label, politics, and his work as a graphic designer in an engaging lecture.

www.mwbrooks.com

The American President and the Soviet Premier argue before the War Room.
the A-bomb, waving his cowboy hat in the
air. Strangelove was released in 1964, and,
as a result, many members of our generation have only been able to see it on a television screen. A movie loses some of its
greatness when it is confined to a small
screen and edited down. This is a wonder-

them. The remainder of the movie follows
four men, three of whom are played by
Peter Sellers, as they try to stop the nuclear
strike against the U.S.S.R
One interesting thing about this movie
is that it's based off of a sober novel called
Red Alert by Peter George. The original
plan was to turn it into a very serious antiwar, anti-nuclear weapon drama, but
halfway through writing the script Kubrick
realized how funny many of the scenes
were, so he changed the film into a dark
comedy. This was one of the greatest ideas
in the history of cinema; this film went
from what could have been a very good
drama to the greatest dark comedy of all
time.
The writing in Strangelove is alternately satirical and hilarious. This movie gave
us such classic lines such as "Gentlemen,
you can't fight in here! This is the War

www.smokebox.com

Strangelove lampoons cold war fears.

Mark Robinson, Mac McCaughan & guests in Concert
Tuesday, OcL 26 at 8 p.m.
Hamlin Hall
Following his 4 p.m. lecture in Studio 19 in Seabury Hall (see above), musician
Mark Robinson will perform a free concert at 8 p.m. in Hamlin Hall with Mac
McCaughan/Portastatic and other special guests for this singular event.
Portastatic is the solo project of Mac McCaughan, who is also known for his work
in Superchunk and as co-owner of Merge Records. Started in the early 90s as a lo-fi
side project and musical foil to Superchunk, over the years Portastatic has evolved
Into a credible artistic entity of its own. A showcase for McCaughan's expansive
songwriting skills and interests, the last few Portastatic recordings have included an
instrumental film score, a collection of Brazilian tropicalia covers, and a collaboration with two of the Chicago jazz-scene's most respected members, Ken Vandennark
and Tim Mulvena.
The Annual Musical-Theater Revue
Thursday, Oct. 28-Oct. 30 at 8 p.m.; 29 also at 4:15 p.m.; 30 also at 2 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Garmany Hall
This spirited revue features over a dozen performers in excerpts from Broadway
musicals of the last 10 years. This student production is directed by Professor Gerald
Moshell of Trinity's Department of Music.
The student cast includes: Katherine Brewer '07, Angelica Castaneda '08, Natalie
Davidzon '08, Andrew Feldmann '06, Douglas Goodman '06, Patrick Greene '07,
Trevor Hyde '07, Laura King '07, Melissa Matthews '07, Najeda Patolo '08, and more.
Jerusalem Print Workshop
Opening reception Wednesday, Nov. 3, 4:30-6:30 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Widener Gallery
Now celebrating its 30th anniversary, the Jerusalem Print Workshop has fostered
the print medium by inviting scores of artists to explore the possibilities of printmaking. The Widener Gallery is pleased to present a selection of prints that represent a
unique cross section of Israeli art from the largest workshop of its kind in Israel.
austinarts.org

See STRANGELOVE on page 17
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EVAN NORRIS

ARTS EDITOR
Tutorial College, which for
several years has so cleverly
blended Trinty's academic disciplines, has done it again with an
art exhibit showcasing the creative talents of its students. On
Sept. 27, students and professors,
visited Trinity's own Church
Farm. The visit, the theme of
which was "Understanding
Nature: the Scientist and the
Muse," served a dual purpose.
Students were split into groups
and instructed to observe a partic-

ing, drawing, photography,
film/video, or even music." Once
the artwork was submitted, it was

detailing the hours spent there.
The variety in form and vision of
the artwork is largely due to the

"This shows a different aspect of nature:
the beauty of nature, not only the function..
- Emily Cooperman '07
put on display in the Common
Room of Summit East.
The art currently on display
spans a number of media and an
equally varied amount of effort.
Some pieces reflect hours of hard

PAGE 17

Strangelove Remains a
Superb Dark Comedy
continued from page 16
Room." Strangelove is never
devoid of a clever or funny line
for too long. Strangelove is certainly one of Stanley Kubrick's
masterpieces, but unlike some of
his other projects, the direction
doesn't steal the show. Four
years after the release of
Strangelove, Kubrick made a
movie completely dependent on

comedy and was informed that
Strangelove was a serious drama.
He puts on a great show but pales
in comparison to Seller's Dr.
Strangelove, one of cinema's
most famous characters.
This film has gotten numerous awards in the 40 years since it
debuted. It was named one of the
50 greatest movies all time by the
Sight and Sound Poll in 2002. It

freedom given to Tutorial students by their professors. There
were few guidelines steering thenprojects; students were given the
freedom to express themselves
without artificial boundaries.
That is an admirable aspect,
especially when so many college
projects are sterilized by convention. The very fact that Tutorial's
visit was not limited to a simple
foray into biodiversity is also
commendable.
Emily Cooperman '07, a
member of Tutorial College,
www.ichbineinauslander.com
commented on the significance of
Slim
Pickens
riding
the
bomb
is
Strangelove's
most famous shot
the interdisciplinary aspect of the
2007: A Space was also listed number 26 on the
trip: "It's important that we did a direction:
American Film Institute's top 100
scientific study as well as an artis- Odyssey.
tic study. People have different
While the directing and writ- films list. Although it didn't win
learning styles. This [art exhibit] ing are both outstanding, it is the any Oscars the year it debuted, it
Chuck Pratt
shows a different aspect of film's acting that takes center was nominated for 4: Best
"Sticks and Stones" is the work of Susynn Botzko '07
nature: the beauty of nature, not stage. Peter Sellers, who ambi- Director, Best Screenplay, Best
ular ecosystem, ranging from work while others bear the mark only the function of nature." Not tiously played three characters, Actor (Sellers) and Best Picture.
forests to meadows to manmade of a last-minute assignment hasti- every student at Trinity is a scien- nails them all. George C. Scott's
This is a great opportunity to
lawns. They then identified and ly assembled between classes. tist and no one here exclusively Gen. 'Buck' Turgidson is maybe see of the greatest movies ever
collected data on species diversi- One drawing, done in crayon, was labels himself an artist. Tutorial his best role. That's saying a lot made and certainly the greatest
ty within their environment. This reminiscent of a picture hanging College has thrown away the since he won a best actor Oscar dark comedy turned out by
data was used the following week on a grade-school wall; I half- rubric and formed a kind of mid- for Patton. Slim Pickens almost Hollywood. Watching a classic
in scientific presentations at expected the words "Billy, age 5" dle ground, while at the same steals the show as the pilot of the movie on the big screen is much
Tutorial that catalogued the to be scrawled along its bottom time encouraging scientific and bombing plane. Pickens was more magical than watching a
Ji;
artistic exploration.
never actually told this was a dark condensed version on a small TV.
species influence on the ecosys- edge. : .-.....:
Some pieces, however,
tem.
A Day Without a Mexican Oct. 27
7:30 p.m.
(2004) What would happen to the state of California if one morning ... every single
Mexican man, woman and child disappeared? Sergio Arau's satirical 'documentary' dives
into the ensuing panic, as restaurant owners have to wash their own dishes (!), housewives
take care of their own children, and agribusiness tycoons harvest their own crops. The
grieving Latino-less Golden State wonders if its misery is the result of an act of terrorism,
alien abduction, or maybe just an overlooked community that's mad as hell and won't take
it anymore. The Latin American and Iberian Film Series presents one of the most popular
films ever in Mexico, in its Hartford premiere.

Chuck Pratt

^Swamped" is created by Nana KHtiphanh '07
This was only half of the proj- showed a complexity that indicatect. After students completed ed a great devotion of time and
their scientific presentations, they energy. Intricate collages and
were directed to develop a cre- photographic displays brought the
ative response to the Church Church Farm to Me on the drab
Farm visit "which could be writ- Tutorial walls. Clever poems and
ten, as a poem or story or person- songs communicate in words the
al essay, or could be in any other serenity and modest beauty of
artistic medium, including paint- nature. One song, "Confessions
of a Deciduous Dendrophiliac"
by Matt Reed '07, was particularly amusing.
Its lyrics simultaneously educate and entertain:
"You're
infected with small insects and
bugs / Covered in lichens, moss,
and shrubs / You bloom in the
spring, change in the fall /
Conifer's got nothing on you,
you're the best of them all."
However, the artistic forms
were not limited to photography
and poetry. Some students chose
to use oil on canvas to demonstrate their vision, while others
actually employed pieces of
nature, possibly retrieved from
the Church Farm. One student
Chuck Pratt
kept
and presented a journal
"Splash" scupture is on display.

Hero Oct. 28-30
28-30 at 7:30 p.m.; 30 also at 2:30
(2002) We have Quentin Tarantino to thank for the big screen release of the secondbiggest grossing film in China's history (after Titanic). And what a spectacular use of celluloid it is! Hero is an exhilarating mix of Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon, Rashomon,
and Raise the Red Lantern - also directed by Zhang Yimou. The 3rd-century martial arts
epic opens as a warrior (Nameless) reports to his king that he has vanquished his three
worst enemies. But only as Nameless retells what happened from other points of view each filmed with a different color scheme - does the elusive truth appear. Hero is not only
appropriate for older kids, it could turn out to be the first time their eyes are opened to the
possibilities of film beyond action heroes.

THX1138 Oct. 29-30
9:35 p.m.
(1971/2004) Back before Star Wars, Raiders of the Lost Ark, and even American
Graffiti, a talented young filmmaker got hired by Warner Brothers to make a full-length
version of his USC student film. George Lucas' first film was misunderstood - and reedited - - by the studio, but remained a rarely-seen cult favorite. Finally, we get the chance
to see a great-looking restored director's cut, that displays the young Lucas1 visual imagination and innovative use of sound. Robert Duvall stars as a heavily drugged human of the
future, when people live beneath the earth's surface and sex is strictly prohibited: "If you
feel you are not properly sedated, call 348-844 immediately. Failure to do so may result in
prosecution for criminal drug evasion."
Rosenstrasse Oct. 31-Nov. 2
7:30 p.m.; 30 also at 2:30 p.m.
(2004) Cinestudio presents the Hartford premiere of the new film by Margarethe von
Trotta, the director of Rosa Luxemburg and The Lost Honor of Katharina Blum. Von
Trotta's fascination with strong women whose lives have been overlooked in 'official history' takes on a little-known story of resistance to the Nazi regime inside Germany. The
film begins after a funeral in New York City, when a young woman makes up her mind to
uncover her German mother's past. What she finds is the true story of a Nazi action in
1943, when the Jewish husbands and children of German (Christian) women were imprisoned in a building on Rosenstrasse Street in Berlin. The brave resistance of the women
adds a new chapter to what we know about the Holocaust.

cinestudio. org
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Guests liven Up A Capella Show Legpndara Indie-Rock
continued from page 1
Accidentals and just a few others.
They put on the ties and baseball
hats for a hilarious rendition of

Merimanders," said one audience
member who wished to remain
anonymous.
After the Merimanders fin-

Abi Moldover

The Accidentals performed their set in the chapel.
Jimmy
Fallon's
"Idiot
Boyfriend." The lead singer for
this song, who had sounded pretty quiet before, belted out the
song complete with the
"Boyfriend" character's voice
during the spoken part.
The backup singers acted out
the various scenes of the song,
dodging bullets in The Matrix, for
instance. To the audience's surprise, they ended on a completely
different tone than the formal one
they had started with. The
Merimanders were professional
about their singing, but they
could also let loose and have a
good time with it, which is definitely what their audience was
doing.
"I normally only go to the allmale a capella concerts, but I was
surprised by how much I enjoyed
the performance of the Bates

ished their set, the Accidentals
came back to finish their own.
They sang "Tempted by the Fruit
of Another," which they swore
they had just learned the day
before. The audience sang along
with "Good Old A Capella," a
performance staple. They also did
some more mellow songs, like
The Beatles' "Golden Slumbers."
The Accidentals performed
some great songs, but it was easy
to tell that the audience was waiting for one in particular. This
brings me to crowd favorite number two:
the infamous
"Enormous Penis."
It is easy to guess what this
song is about, and Accidentals
singer Chris Simpson's shouts of
"Size doesn't matter!" during the
refrain make it especially hilarious. Apparently the Accidentals
had made an agreement with

Chapel Music Director John Rose
not to sing "Enormous Penis"
inside the Chapel, to the audience's disappointment.
After some pleading from the
audience,
however,
the
Accidentals decided that singing
it right outside the chapel would
still allow them to keep their
promise. At the end of the concert, everyone gathered outside
the chapel to hear "Enormous
Penis." The song was dedicated
to the Merimanders, perhaps as
gratitude and/or revenge for
"Idiot Boyfriend," who were at
the very front of the crowd.
I was a little cold by the time
the concert was over, but it was
definitely worth it. I knew that
the Accidentals would be as much

Abi Moldover

The Accidentals sang
"Enormous Penis" outside.
fun to listen to as they always are,
and I also got the chance to hear
another group that I would never
even be aware of otherwise. Our
a capella concerts are always
worth going to if you have the
time, and I thought the visiting
group made this one even more
enjoyable.

Label Owners Speak
continued from page 16
51 and is constantly growing.
Some of their more famous bands
include Arcade Fire, Camera

held at 8 p.m. in Hamlin Hall.
Robinson will be performing a
solo set, and McCaughan will be
performing as Portastatic. If you

[Unrest]... became one of the quintessential underground rock acts of the 80s
and early 90's...
Obscura, Neutral Milk Hotel, And
You WiU Know Us By the Trail of
the Dead ..., Ganger, and Crooked
Fingers, formerly Archers of
Loaf. They have released over
250 records.
McCaughan himself also
grew and expanded over time.
With the ever increasing popularity of Superchunk, he was able to
work on a lo-fi solo side project,
which we know today as
Portastatic.
Superchunk spent several
years making records for
Matador, the biggest indie label at
the time, and was produced by the
legendary
Jim
O'Rourke.
Portastatic, on the other hand, is
respected both as an indie-rock
act and as a Jazz act having
improvised
with
Ken
Vandermark, and Tim Mulvena.
The lecture will be held this
Tuesday, Oct. 26, in Seabury 19
at 4 p.m. The Concert will be

call yourself an indie-rocker this
is not to be missed. If you are
interested in starting your own
business, or DIY, then this is not
to be missed. If you are at all
curious about how far creativity,
ingenuity, and sweat can carry a
person, then this is not to be
missed.

wvvvv.drspc! ..-am

Mac created Portastatic.

at s New in Career Services

New TcrK

Peace Coras
volunteer

±0,
Prepare a cover letter and resume for each
employer with whom you wish to interview. Bring the
HARD COPES to Career Services by 4 pm on Friday,
October 29. For a list of employers and Jobs, go to:
http://careers.tufts.edu/student/ReclSlVRC.html.
Application Deadline
October 2 9 , 2 0 0 4
4 : 0 0 pm

October 27, 2004

Video Conf. Rm
7—8:30 pm

future of Technology Indurtrv

w o n t m J«fe?
Nothing will hurt your
chances more than a bad
resume. Come to Career
Services' resume clinic and
get help building an

impressive resume. Bring
a draft or start one when
you get here. Either way
you'll be closer t o
t h a t d r e a m job by the
time you leave. Make your
first impression on an
employer a lasting one!

Find out about international
volunteer opportunities with the
Peace Corps. Bring your resume
for an interview on the spot.

mztt leaders, let the techvu>U>0tA field as. well as, the
investors who h£lf> then*. acc.ovn.fUsh their goals.
Find out how these two Important fields come together
to influence the future of the technology field.
Moderated by DOB McLagen'64, President & CEO of Compete, Inc.
Panelists include:
Ben Howe'83, co-founder & Managing Partner of America's Growth Capitol;
Lynne Wilson'79, EVP & 6M Transportation Group & WSI Corporation;
Mike Sotomita'87, COO and co-founder of Lanthorn Technologies;
Joe Adam'86, COO, co-founder, Premise Dev. Corp.;
Lara Harisay*O3, Analyst, Compete, Inc.

November 3
6:30-8:30ptn

October 27, 2004
Pizza dinner from 6-6:30 pm.
Panel begins at 6:30 pin.
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7 p.m.
Nov. 5

The
Webster
Theater

Warren Miller's Impact
6:30 p.m. Oct. 29, 30
9:30 p.m. Oct 29, 30

Mest
Bayside, Hawthorne
Heights, Punchlirw: •

Bolero!
8 p.m. Oct 29, 30

6 p.m.
Oct. 31
Joe Bonamassa
7 p.m.
Oct. 26
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The Unanswered Question: A Portrait of
Charles Ives in Words and Music
6:30 p.m. Nov. 4

•
*o

Poetry Open Mike
6 p.m. Nov. 4

Relevation, Cosmos, J
Done Mama Proud, •
„ Kelly Kokofski . • " •

Oct. 29

• ,
6th Annual Fonghoulish
\
KMFDM
Freakout: The Breakfast 8
DJ Acucracky
• •• (Psychedelic) Addison Groove •

Ha! Ha! Hartford
8:30 p.m. Nov. 5

Project

Hebrew Health Care presents Mario Cuomo
7 p.m. Nov. 7

« Otherwise, Kudzu, Ten ®
•
To The Hour
•
o e•e

A

Classifieds

Work Around Classes This
Semester!!! Flexible Schedules.
Evening and weekends available.
Customer sales/service. Good Pay.
No experience required. Great work
environment. Possible Scholarships
awardeS; Ideal for all majors. All
Ages 18+ Certain Conditions apply.
Call for an interview today! 860-2420670
Spring Break 2005- Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring oncampus reps. Call for group discounts. Information/Reservations 1800-648- 4849 or www.ststravel.com.
Students, Faculty: Advertise in
Classifieds. Looking for babysitters
or someone to rake your leaves? Want
to sell furniture or appliances from
your dorm room? Job offerings?
Include your ad in our classified section for just 30 cents a word. E-mail
inquiries to tripod@trincoll.edu

Nilas Martins and Company
5 p.m. Nov. 7

^

Chapel

Happenings

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 27
12

12
(Crypt Chapel)
5 p.wv. CariHon>Lemony
6 p.m. Chwnge'RingingTHURSDAY, OCT. 28
4 p.wv. Sacram&ntof

MOHVAY,
bJQV.
1
M
bJ
1
myoYvRomawCatholLoMa&yforAU/
Salnty
(frC&nd&hip Chapel)

TUESDAY, hJov. 2
8:45 a/.vm Roma#v Catholic Maty for
Chapel)

6:30 p.wv. Zen?Meditation?

4:45 p.nv.

SUNDAY, OCT. 31
5:15 p.m. Trivuty VESPERS
6 p. nv. Holy TEiAchcu-Ut
(Crypt Chapel)
9:30 p.wv.

(frC&nd&hip Chapel)
7 p.nv. Roma^Ca£holCc'Ma4yforAlI>
Souly
(frCevuHhip Chapel)
9 p.wv. BANQUET
(friendship
Chapel)

10 p.wv.

"HAVE FAITH Ifo ALL THAT IS QOOV,
ANV YOUR LIFE WILL BE EhJKICHEV
BEYONV MEASURE." - -ANONYMOUS

RomawCatholic/Maty

M)eh-bites at. www.trincoU/.edu/chixpelfbr worship service/
Chapel evewty.

^
Trying
^
,'*
to hear a little from N.^
, ' both sides of the election before s %
f you cast your vote? Come see two %%
/ documentaries on Vietnam POW's that %
f
will never heal and the false statements in%
Michael Moore's Farenheit 911.
FARENHYPE 911 and STOLEN HONOR!
7 p . m . Oct 2 8 iStolen
Honor)
5 p.m. Oct 29 CFarenhype 911 and
Stolen Honor)
Washington Room
Sponsored by the Trinity
College Republicans

^

5 pjn. WEDNESDAY, OCT. 27
FACULTY CLUB

TRACI DANT POETRY
1
i

READING

TRACI DANT WIIX SHARE SOME OF HER WORK FROM HER
FIRST POETRY COLLECTION. SHE HOLDS AN M F A FROM
WASHINGTON UNTVERISTY, A MASTERS OF LEGAL STUDIES
FROM DUKE, AND A BA IN SOCIOLOGY FROM THE
UNTVERIST OF ILLINOIS. I N 2003, SHE PARTICIPATED I N
THE CHICAGO WRITER'S COLLECTIVE TRIBUTE TO CONTEMPORARY

AND HISTORIC BLACK WRITERS.

BUSINESS AND FINANCE
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Antonio, Texas. Through its refining segment, Tesoro produce such
products as gasoline, jet fuel,
heavy fuel oils, and gasoline blendstocks. These goods are sold to
consumers in the Midwest and the
West Coast. It has six refineries
located throughout the U.S. and
these refineries produce 538,000
barrels of crude oil a day.
In 2002, the company had a net
loss of $117 million. Now, it is
earning an astonishing after tax
profit of $76.1 million with year to
year increases in operating cash
and quarter to quarter increases in
earnings per share, now of $4.82
per share annually. The Street has
a price target of $35 per share
based on the industry Price to
Earnings ratio of 10.6. With the
stock trading at a considerable discount (6.4 times earnings), or
around $30 per share, we believe it
Tesoro Petroleum Corp. is an is a bargain price.
independent refiner and marketer
Every market expert will tell
of petroleum products based in San you the same thing: oil stocks are

It is not surprising that we
see a bullish trend in TSO.
The performance in the past
year has been strong and the
highs get progressively higher
as do the lows. The trend is
attributed to surging oil prices
over the past year.
Oil is a neccessity since it is
used to heat our homes and
provide the required energy
needs, so invariably with
higher prices there will be
higher earnings.
When looking at this graph
we are first interested in buying TSO because of the bullish
trend seen through the behavior of the stock in the past
year. Secondly, TSO in recent
weeks has traded above $34 a
share and as of Monday Oct
25th, the stock is trading at
$30 per share. In technical
analysis, we must assume that

©2064 Pinnae* the pull back in TSO's price is

TdCs Stock Pick ofthe
Week: TSO Petroleum
Oil prices are killing us. Nobody
Ekes it when they have to pay $40+
at the pump every other week when
that same money could be used for
exciting Thursday night excursions
to Bourbon Street or an extra tasty
refreshment while watching the
Red Sox in the World Series. Oil
- prices are behind the surge in gasoline prices, and while consumers
and businesses take the hit, who
benefits? The companies that
refine and market energy products.
Many companies have done
extremely well over the past year
as a result of surging oil prices.
Some names you have probably
heard: Exxon Mobil, Halliburton,
and Texaco. With crude oil futures
well above the $50 per barrel mark,
these companies continue to generate astronomical profits and the
one company that will continue to
benefit the most is TSO.
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Technical Analysis

TSO: TESORO PETROLEUM
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red hot and they will continue to
be in the wake of systematic
world events that push up the
price per barrel. These high oil
prices are the drive behind the
Tesoro's earnings and the stock
will continue to appreciate in light
of its relatively cheap price and
the demand for oil.*
So, while we're losing money
at the gas pump, TCIC will be
gaining money with an investment in TSO. In other words,
while we're celebrating our
investment with $4 shot at
Bourbon, you'll be drowning your
sorrows with the penny pitchers at
the Tap!

Note to Readers: Kevin Kerr, an expert in
commodities, will be joining TCIC and
members of AD for a lecture and Q&A.
Interested people, please contact Jonathan
Karelitz via email.
* All opinions about Tesoro Petroleum should not
be considered professional investment advice.

Term of the Week Crude Oil Futures
A futures contract is a financial contract that encompasses the sale of financial instruments or physical commodities for future delivery, usually on a commodity exchange. Futures contracts try to "bet" what
the value of an index or commodity will be at some date in the future. Futures are often used by mutual funds
and large institutions to hedge their positions when the markets are rocky.
Crude Oil futures are the futures contracts for the oil market. They are used everyday by most
investors even if the investor does not invest in oil stocks. When oil prices rise or fall, we will see changes in
shipping costs, higher gas prices for the airline industry and many other areas of the economy. Investors use
these trading vehicles to hedge their bets on companies that are very dependent upon gas prices. 4 s an example, Delta Airlines is 80 percent hedged in oil futures, so any additional cost for jet fuel is offset by the rise
in Delta's investment in crude oil futures.
Speculation drives the price of these contracts, and, with the hostile enviorment overseas where
much of the worlds oil is drilled, it is no coincidence that these futures prices have been volitile over the past
year and will likely continue.
We've seen new highs lately in prices of crude oil, and many believe that these prices will not drop
given the instability of the Middle East and continued world demand brought on by China's rapidly expanding economy.

due to normal market movements. Underneath the price
performance chart, the relative strength index (RSI) is a
strong technical indicator of
potential price movements.
The RSI tells us whether the
stock is considered overbought or oversold. Looking
at past trends over the year, the
RSI has reached lower than 40
only twice, and both times
where the RSI has hit this low
mark, the stock price bounced
back with solid gains. Given
this technical behavior, we
believe that history will repeat
itself (especially with crude
oil at $53 per barrel) and, technically speaking, presents a
buy opportunity for TSO.
Investment risks include
economic and systematic
events that may transpire and
negatively impact the company's performance.

WSJ Briefs
CEO Jeffrey Greenberg steps down from office
from Marsh and McLennon. This is due to recsist
insurance scandals involving non-competitive
pricing.
Citigroup CEO Prince said he would dose another banking unit in Tokyo, as he apologized for
misdeeds that cost the company its Japanese private-banking license. The NASD, meanwhile,
fined a Citigroup unit over hedge-fund marketing literature.
President Bush is getting hit by a wave of bad
news «including further setbacks in Iraq and
slumping financial markets - just a week before
a dead-heat election.
Adelphia will allow Time Warner and Comcast
to bid together for its assets, giving the two cable
companies an early lead in what is expected to be
a long, complicated auction process.
Google announces earnings that far exceed the
streets estimates, and the stocks price soars.
AIG one of Americas largest insurance dealers
will also go under investigations like their competitor Marsh and McLennon.
Amazon posts better than expected earnings but
lowers future earnings estimates.
Delta secured up to $600 million in cash and
financing from American Express as the airline
continued talks with its pilots, including precisely
how much ownership equity in Delta pilots will
receive in return for their givebacks.
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Tennis Teams Finish Fall Season on Positive Note
campaign. "Our goal is to be one of the
two teams to go to NCAAs in Santa Cruz,"
coach Assaiante said. That .will not be
Men's Tennis
easy, given the matches the Bantams will
For the second year in a row, the play in the spring, but this team is currentTrinity Men's tennis team finished its fall ly ranked third in NESCAC and has a
campaign undefeated. Each one of the vic- strong chance to upset the bracket and
tories this fall came in decisive fashion. become one of the elite teams in the
The players set a high standard last year Northeastern Division.
and this year's team lived up to it.
Early in the season, the Bantams had
doubts about their team. Without a senior
on the team skeptics could not be sure the
team had the leadership necessary to
accomplish
anything
significant.
However, co-captains Jimmie Ames '06
and Jonathan Hart '06 have lead the team
very capably this year and have silenced
all doubters with their stellar record in the
fall.
The play of Brian Marsden '07 has
been exceptionally inspired and Marsden,
who finished last spring as the 4th ranked
player in the country, finished the fall season with a record of 3-1.
Both Ames and Hart finished with
records of 3-1 as well, but the surprise has
been Brett Ramsay '08 who leads the team
in wins with a 4-1 record.
Head Coach Paul Assaiante uses the
philosophy that it would only be a detriment to the player to give him help with
his physical play,, -Instead, Assaiante
focuses more on the mental aspect of tennis, trusting that "our players come from
good tennis backgrounds. They all come
from strong programs [to Trinity]."
www.trincoll.edu
All the accolades the Bantams have
earned are extraordinary, but they are far The men's tennis team went undefeatfrom the ultimate goal of this year's tennis ed for the second straight year.
JON SIMONIAN
SPORTS WRITER

Women's Tennis
After an up and down fall season, the
women's tennis team ended the first part of
their season with a strong showing at the
New England Division IH Championships.
Finishing 7th out of 23 teams, the
Bantams lived up to their potential^ finishing especially well in the doubles matches,
advancing two of the three teams to the

Chuck Pratt

Trinity women's tennis had a strong
showing in the Div. Hi championship.

quarter-finals of their respective brackets.
"The success came from the effort
everyone put in during practice," Coach
Wendy Bartlett commented, also noting
that they will continue to focus on the
process of improving each player's game
during their spring break trip to Orlando.
The Bantams started off the season
slowly, dropping their first two matches
against Connecticut College and Williams,
respectively.
After those two matches, the Bantams
went on to win their next two matches to
even up their record at 2-2. The 7-0 win
against the University of Hartford, a
Division-I program, gave the women a big
boost of confidence.
The Hartford win was their first of the
year, and at that point, "everyone realized
the potential [of the team] as better than the
other teams in the league," co-captain
Brittany 01wine '05 said.
It was the leadership of Olwine and fellow co-captain Diana Dreyfus '05 coupled
with the spectacularly consistent play of
Brenna Driscol, '08—who ended the fall
with the best record on the team at 8-3—
which carried the Bantams to their showing
at the New England Championships.
With the fall season behind them, the
Women look toward the spring with enthusiasm. "We're really fired up for the
spring," Olwine said.
Their spring schedule after Orlando
includes matches against Smith, Colby and
MIT, with the NESCAC and NCAA tournaments late in the season.
An optimistic Bartlett remarked, "I
think we can come out of this season with
a winning record."

i

Call for Papers: Election Years:
Past, Present, & Future
DEADLINE:
FRIDAY, OCT. 29, AT 5 P.M.
Wanna publish that great poem about that great Peanut Farmer? !
Or how about your short-short on the Board Splitter?

O c t 29-30 Volleyball © Colby loumamenl
vs. Bates/ Bowdoin Colby
O c t 30

Men's Soccer («> MiridUtbury 4 p.m.
Women's Soccer @ Midrilobury 4 p.m.
Field Hockey @ Middlebtiry
Footbali vs. Middlebury

j . 7?Je Tripod OLExdusives Team calls for academic papers, short
| stories, & other creative pieces that focusing on election years

4 p.m.

12:30 p.m.

Cross Country - NESCAC
Championships @ Colby 1 p.m

past, present,& future.
Trinity Rowing Has Record

Submit by Friday, Oct 29 at 5 p.m.toMelissa Kotutski.
•i-.-

1. Contact OLExclusives Editor Melissa with any questions
1 at (860) 324-0973, or Melissa.Kotuiski@trincolI.edu.
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Trinity men's rowing had. n historic day this past
Sunday at the Head of the Charles Regatta. The men's
collegiate eights finished in first plucn. the first time
they have ever done so. "The varsit.y won by roughly 14
seconds, and nearly 30 seconds alidad of any NESCAC
opponent," Peter Graves '07 said.
The women also had a strong showing Sunday.

II

The women's collegiate eights finished ia 12th place.
—F
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After beginning her collegiate career
at Babson and attaining Rookie of the
Year, All-League, and All-New England
honors, Jessica Baker '05 has been firmly
established as a force from her forward
position on the field hockey field.
Fortunately, Jessica decided to transfer
from the business-oriented school to pursue studies in Education.
As a Bantam, Jessica has become the
team's most prolific scorer, recording 13
goals and four assists in 13 games. In an
Oct. 7 match-up with Eastern
Connecticut, she scored all of Trinity's
three goals for the 3-2 victory, recording
her second hat trick of the season. But
Will 'iang
while she's a scoring-specialist on the
turf, field hockey is not the only sport assistant, [because] I want to become a
Baker stars in. She will be playing on the college coach eventually - I'm not leally
hardwood for her second winter with the sure, basically it depends on what's open."
women's basketball team, for whom she The Middlebury, Conn, native has seen
was the second-leading scorer of the past enough field hockey to know that the
season.
NESCAC is a premier D-III league,
A senior education studies major, "NESCAC games are always close, you
Baker said she is. "hoping to be a grad never know who's going to win "

ii
Chuck Pratt

Christina Kane '05
Hailing from Spiingfieid. Mass.,
Christina Kane began running cross-country as a senior at Cathedral High School
after beginning as a sprmter on the track.
Since then she's come a long way.
"I like cross [country] better, it's more
team oriented." But regardless of her pref-

THE TRINITY TRIPOD

continued from page 24

one's game, and they continued to frustrate
the Bobcat attack until, with 12 minutes
remaining in the game, a failed clear by the
Bantam defense led directly to a one-timer
which could not be stopped by Shields. The
goal seemed inevitable and came at the tailend of a series of incessant shots at the
Trinity net.
The Bobcat attack would not relent following the single goal, however, and the
ball remained perilously close to the Trinity
goal for most of the final minutes. Trinity's
final chance to tie the game came in the
closing seconds when freshman forward
Rachel Talentino directed a pass to streaking Kristen Geiger '06 who headed the ball
into the net just following the blaring of the
air-horn. The goal had come just a second
too late, and would not be counted.
The loss put Trinity in a deeper hole
erence, she's dominated in both sports
with a league record of 2-5 while the
including an 18:00 time in the 5k at the
Bobcats improved to 4-2-1.
New England Open Championships in
After their third loss in a row and with
Boston last year.
the added pressure of trying to qualify for
Kane was the first freshman in Trinity's
history to individually qualify for the the NESCAC tournament, the women's
NCAA D-HI National Cross-Country
Championships and has been All-NESCAC
throughout her career in cross-country and
Tick. She was All-New England in, crosscountry last fall. Ail-American in indoor
track last winter, and, as a Chemistry
major, was named Trinity's Junior Female
Athletic Scholar.
:
As the lone captain of the woman's
team, Kane says. "There's more responsibility [than last year], but there's only 12 of
us — we organize pasta parties at each
other's houses."
As for running in her future, she doesn't want to continue as a pro. but said, ''I'd
love to be a college coach. With crosscountry in the fall, indoor-track during the
winter, and track in the spring, Kane has no
off-season, but seems poised to close her
chapter at Trinity as one of its most celebrated athletes ever.

- OCTOBER 26, 2004

soccer team traveled to Brunswick, Maine
to face the Bowdoin College Polar Bears
this past Saturday.
With their backs against the wall the
Bantams took their single scoring chance
and ran with it. Midway through the second
half, junior back Sara Thiede served up a
cross to co-captain midfielder Nicole
Mauger '05, who headed the ball past the
Polar Bear goalkeeper and into the net.
With that, the Bantams shifted their
thoughts to the defense, loading the backfield and shutting out Bowdoin for the
remainder of the game. Although the
defense allowed 17 shots on net. another
strong performance by Shields finallv
sealed a win.
The Bantams' next game ".ill be
Wednesday at home versus Eastern
Connecticut, which should be a healthy
warm-up for their final match against
Middlebury, on the following Saturday.
Oct. 30. The NESCAC show down will be
crucial for the Bantams, who "ill be facing
the probable regular season conference
champs in Middlebury on their own turf.

Chuck Pratt
J

Kristen Geiger 06 and the Bants have one more game to qualify for the playoffs.

Bantams Guaranteed a
continued from page 24

Conn. College Camels 18-6.
>:>
Last Thursday, Oct. 14 presented a couWill Yang
ple of interesting story lines, with the
warmed up Trinity team facing off a red hot
Trinity College FoofbaSS Offensive Line
When we asked running back Gennaro Reading. Mass., where he attended St.
Keene State College Owls team.
Leo "07 to appear in 'Bantams in the John's Prep. Pat Foley '05, 6'4" 320, origWith the Owls coming off a four game
Crowd,' he graciously refused, saying that inates from Arlington. Mass., and has
winning
streak, and playing for the first
become
a
regular
on
the
line
from
his
tackhe could not accept full credit for the four
time on a brand new turf field, the game
touchdowns he scored in last weekend's le position. Ben Martin '05, 5'11" 265,
had all the makings of an incredible one.
game versus Bowdoin. Instead, he starts at guard and was an all-conference
expressed gratitude to the steamrolling selection during his junior and senior years
Neither team was able to gain an
offensive line for paving the way, consis- at St.John's Prep. The other starting guard,
advantage
out of the gate, but Trinity was
tently pancaking their bewildered blocking Matt Schiffman '05, 6"3" 280, is one of
finally
able
to muster a goal late in the first.
assignments. The Bantam Football the team's tri-captains. A resident of
The second period was more of the
Offensive Line has made this week's Potomac, Md., he attended the Landon
'Bantams in the Crowd' for being the cata- School for Boys. Starting at left tackle is
same, until the Bantams again scored. The
lyst of the Bantam offensive attack. Chris BalestriEto '05. 6'2" 280, who Owls managed to add some pressure with a
Through five games the Bantams have returns for his second year as a starter. The
late score, but the only victory they earned
averaged
a
conference-best
42 economics major was an all-state and allwas one of pride, as the Bantams departed
pomts/game and lead the NBSCAC in league selection out of Pittsford, N.Y.
the winners, 2-1.
touchdowns with 30 and rushing yards where he attended New Canaan H.S.
with 1546, good enough for 309 Starting center Brian Dufoiel '06. 6'2'
Despite all the recent success, the team
yards/game. Twenty-four rushing touch- 290, played in all eight games last season,
finally stumbled when they returned home
downs are no fluke. The Bantams also lead and attended local high school Avon in
where they had been 4-1. The Tufts
the conference in average yardage with Avon, Conn. He also wrestles as a heavyUniversity
Jumbos spoiled a Family
weight for the Trinity wrestling learn.
466 yards/game.
Weekend
match,
taking a 1-0 lead into the
John
Curry
'06,6'3"
255,
graduated
from
Sean Benitez '05, 6'3" 300, a converthalf before pouring it on with four more
ed defensive-end, is an able backup at Wilton High School in his hometown of
either guard position. Starting tackle Wilton, Conn, where he played in the Hall scores.
Devin Malay '05, 6*4" 285, comes from of Fame Classic All-Star Game.
Goalie Courtney Bergh '06 put up a
- W I L L YANG, SPORTS EDITOR
valiant effort in the face of the onslaught,

saving nine shots, but was unable to completely shut down the barrage.
Home field advantage was resurrected
in the team's final game at Sheppard Field
against Bates, as Baker found the goal once
again, along with forwards Patricia
Glennon '05 and Marisa Shutte '08, for a 31 win. With a 2-0 lead at halftime, the
match was all Trinity.
Unfortunately, momentum was curtailed by a scorching Bowdoin team, which
would win its fifth consecutive match.
Both teams battled it out, unable to find
any room for shots, until Bowdoin was able
to sneak one by Bergh.
The loss left Trinity at 8-5, with a 4-4
record in the NESCAC.
Saturday Oct. 30, the team will close
out the regular season at NESCAC opponent Middlebury, and will be looking
toward the playoffs. Besides her hat trick,
Baker had a parr of goals in the Conn.
College game, along with one each in the
Keene State and Bates games.
As long as the defense continues its
solid play and Baker can get some looks,
the team should fare well as the season
closes.
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For Once, the Yankees Let Us Down Bowdoin
No Match
for Trinity
BEN LEONG

left field is like a Who's Who of the Hall of World Series victories. Boston fans don't
Fame.
need to be reminded how long it's been
What a difference four days makes.
Let's not forget that Boston ,was since they've seen one. Maybe this one is
Ninety-six hours before the Red Sox's favored to win the pennant at the beginning for that grandmother who grew up loving
improbable series victory, I was on top of of the season. John Henry went out and the Sox unconditionally, through the bad
the world. The Sox were down three spent Yankee-esque money to compile a times and the even uglier times. But I can't
games to none, and had just been drubbed team that could take us down. Teams Like think about that; as a New Yorker, we
19-8 by the Good Guys in pinstripes. But the Twins, the Tigers, and the Athletics expect to win them all.
I will say that the pressure is still on the
then half of those ninety-six hours seemed don't need to hear Boston whining about
to be spent watching dreadful extra-inning Yankee-spending when the Sox's payroll is Sox, though. They did the unthinkable,
games and quickly turned into an episode the second highest in baseball and light coming back from a 3-0 deficit and beating
the team that's owned them for nearly a
of "The Twilight Zone." Losing in this years ahead of their's.
I
turned
the
T.V.
off
after
the
final
out.
century.
fashion feels abnormal and abysmal.
I
haven't
read
a
newspaper
since
that
If they can't win it this year, a year in
I've been told I now have a little taste
dreadful
day
and
I
don't
know
when
I'll
be
which
the stars finally seem to be aligning
of what it's like to be a Red Sox fan, and I
in their favor, then maybe God truly is a
suppose they're right As I sat in front of able to check ESPN.com again.
We may have 26 World Championships Yankees fan.
the television, glassy-eyed, my heart dropBut for now, Red Sox fans can walk
ping into my stomach with every popped and be the most successful and memorable
fly and ground out, I felt like a Sox fan: team in professional sports history but, I around campus clapping for no reason with
can't lie, this one hurts.
smiles on their faces because they rewrote
utterly helpless against destiny.
And maybe this will finally be the end the history books and are heading to our
This doesn't happen to us. Not the
Yankees. The Yankees may lose games, of The Curse. I'm nearly 21 years old now, Fall Classic. That right used to be reserved
playoff series, and World Series, but not and I've had the opportunity to enjoy four for Yankees fans only.
like this. They don't lead you on the entire
date and then not invite you in for a drink.
That's reserved for Boston. Boston fans
are used to having their hearts ripped out
and stomped on, Fate pointing its finger
and laughing at their anguish. But not us.
Not the Yankees.
New Yorkers are raised with a sense of
entitlement; winning is our birthright.
We're not satisfied with simply making the
playoffs, because we "have a tradition and
expectation of not just making it to the
World Series, but winning it.
We're not haunted by Buckner, Dent, or
Boone. Ruth, Gehrig, Berra, Mantle,
Rebecca Fowler
Jackson, and Jeter are not just legends,
they're our legends. Monument Park out in Boston weren't the ones to choke this year, and their fans gather to celebrate.
SPORTS EDITOR

We Accept
Hawk Cash

CHEESE PIZZA
14" Medium $8.99
16* Large $10.99
Additional Topping$: $1.00 on med. $1.30 on large
Bacon
Anchovies
Garlic
Hamburger
Mushrooms Onions
Ricotta
Sausage

Broccoli
Eggplant
Cherry peppers
Olivees
Pepperoni
Peppers
Spinach
Tomatoes

SHEET PAN PIZZA $ 16.99

continued from page 24

again came up big, this time with a 19-yard
tackle for a loss.
"I kind of got lucky on that play,"
Goldstein said. "They snapped the ball
over the quarterback's head and I was able
to recover the ball and give us the first
down.
That would be the closest Bowdoin
would come to the goal line all day, as
Trinity's offense controlled the game clock
and the defense not giving up any ground
to the Polar Bears.
"They tried some things that we hadn't
seen before to try and catch us off guard,
but we executed really well," Albrecht
said.
Next Saturday, the Middlebury
Panthers bring their 2-3 record to
Jessee/Miller field. Middlebury snapped a
three-game losing streak, which included a
tough 1-point loss to Williams two weeks
ago, with a 42-31 victory this Saturday
over Bates. Starting quarterback Mike
Keenan and receiver Tom Cleaver were
named NESCAC Co-Offensive Players of
the week, after tying and breaking five
school records, including most completions, yards passing, and yards receiving
against Bates.
"As a team, we have to safeguard
against complacency in light of our current
streak," offensive lineman Chris Balestrino
'05 said. "Middlebury is not a pushover."

SIDE ORDERS
WINGS (Mild, HotBBQ)
(10}
5.99
MOZZARELLA STICKS. . . . .
(8) . . 5.50
CHICKEN FINGERS
5.50
GARLIC BREAD WITH CHEESE. . . (16") . . 3.25
FRIES
2.25
FRIES/CHEESE
2.99
ONION RINGS
2.25
:
CINNAMON STICS
7.7.
" ' ' 3.99
BREAD STICKS
2.99
CHIPS
50

Additional toppings $2.00 each (« HOURS NOTICE PLEASEHJ

G R I N D E R S 8-H.H

- CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

16-whc,

COOKED SALAMI
$4.75 . . . . $9.50
PASTRAMi
4.75
9.50
GENOA
4.75
9.50
HAM.
4.75
9.50
TURKEY
4.75 .
. 9.50
PEPPERONt.
4.75.
. 9.50
. 9.50
ROAST BEEF
4.75.
3 50
TUNA
4.75 .
COMBO {2 kinds of above).
4.75
9.50
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA
4.75
9.50
CHSCKEN CUTLET
. 4.75
9.50
CHfCKEN PARMIGIANA
4.75
9.50
VEAL PARMIGIANA
4.75
9.50
VEAL CUTLET
4.75
9.50
STEAK/CHESSE
4.75
9.50
MEATBALLS
4 . 7 5 . . . . . 9.50
SAUSAGE
4.75
9.50
Bsh . ...'.'.'.'.".' ".'.'.' '.'.'.'. .'.'.'.' 4.75
9.50
B.L.T.
4.75
9.50
VEGGIE/CHEESE
4.75
9.50
ITALIAN
4.99
9.98

SALADS
CHICKEN SALAD.
$6.25
Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes
olives and cucumbers.
CHEF SALAD
$5.99
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.
ANTIPASTO
$5,99
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce, Tomatoes
TUNA SALAD
$5.99
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.
GREEK SALAD
$5.99
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers.
CAESAR SALAD
S5.75
With Chicken Breast.'.
.-. $7.75
TOSSED SALAD
Large $4.99. .Small $2.25
French, Blue Cheese, Ranch, Thousand Island, Italian,
Creamy ItaSian, Greek, Caesar, Lite Italian
Extra Dressing
40
DESSERT
Cheese Cake $2.25
Carrot Cake $2.99
Chocolate Cake
$3.25

HARTFORD 498B FARMINGTON AVENUE
FREE DELIVERY 7 6

SeatPniee

With $7.00 Minimum Purchase

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mo - Thr. - 11am.- 2am
Fri. - S a t -11am-3am
Sunday - 12noon - 2am.

236-2616

Fried Chicken &. Seafood
Fried Shrimp
7.95
Fish & Chips
;
7.95

4 Pieces Fried Chicken

Served with coleslaw & French Fries

7.95

w

Buy a Large Cheese
1 COMBO SPECIAL
with one Topping and get a
Large
Cheese
10
Wings
i
Second Large Cheese for
(Fingers)
I
$6.99
1 2 Liter Soda $ 1 5 . 9 9
f"
Large Chesse
I
2 LITER SODA
1

I
1

L.
I
1
I

with any Large Cheese Pizza

|

Pizza

FREE

•

$2.00 OFF

$1.00 OFF

Buy 16" Giant

Medium Cheese Pizza
or 2 Cans of Soda

Grinder and Get 1 BAG
of CHIPS & 1 Can Soda

FREE

FREE

Coupon oan't be combined with any other otfer. Must mention coupons when ordering
BEVERAGES Coke, Orange, Sprite, Lemonade, Pepsi
Snapple, Water, Orangina, Apple Juice & Orange Juice
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HOUSE SPECIAL
MED $11.99 LARGE $15.99
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions,peppers.
CHICKEN P E S T O . . . . . MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99
Fresh mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO
MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99
Fresh Mozzareliai shrimp and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto sauce.
WHITE PIE
MED $10.99 . LARGE $12.99
Fresh Mozzareila, romano cheese, gariic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.
WHITE CLAM . . . . MED. $10.99 . . U R G E $12.99
Baby clams, romano cheese, gariic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
RANCH CHICKEN . . . MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions
tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN
MED$11.99 . . .LARGE $14.99
Pineapple and ham.

PASTA AND DINNERS
SPAGHETTI OR ZiTI WITH SAUCE
$6.50
SPAGHETTI OR 2ITI WITH MEATBALLS . . . 7.99
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUSAGE . . 7.99
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA . . .7.99
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
9.95
VEAL PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
7 99
BAKED ZITI
. 7.99
STUFFED SHELLS
7.99
MEAT RAVIOLLI
7 99
CHEESE RAVIOLI
'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.".'.'.'.7.99
Includes salad and roil

Calzones

. .$5.99

Wade from Irssh dough and Med wSh mozzarella chesse atvss touch ol tkxxsa.

Each additional item ,75
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The Trinity Tripod - October 26, 2004

Bantams Shut Out Polar Bears, 41-0 Women's
Soccer One
Win Away

yards. Freshman Chandler Barnard completed 5-of-7 passes for 56 yards and
rushed for a touchdown of his own.
Trinity's defense shut out their opponent for the 6th time in the last 12 games.
Bowdoin's ground attack sputtered, and the
Bantams forced three turnovers, including
two fumbles and an interception by safety
Kevin Quinn '06, his second in as many
weeks.
Senior Aaron Goldstein had a game
high 10 tackles and a forced fumble.
Linebacker Ryan Albrecht '06 also had a
strong game, with six tackles and a sack.
Quinn helped keep Bowdoin's receivers in
check with four tackles, a pass defended,
and an interception. Senior tri-captain
Duane Tyler also had a pass defended to go
with Ms two tackles.
Bowdoin won the coin toss and
Chuck Pratt
deferred choosing to kickoff to the
Joe Penny '07 had two tackles and a nimble recoveiy in Saturday's win.
Bantams, and from then on it was all downhill for the home Polar Bears. On the secsession advantage over the Polar Bears.
B E N L-EONG
SPORTS EDITOR
Bowdoin on the other hand, stuck to the ond play from scrimmage Leo sprinted 21Another Saturday came and went, and air for most of their plays, but they could- yards to the Bowdoin 42, and later in that
the Trinity football team again came away n't put any points on the board. They could same drive punched the ball in for his first
with a dominant victory, shutting out only muster 187 total yards, 122 of which score of the game from six yards out.
Bowdoin, 41-0. You cannot help but feel were through the air. Their ground game
Goldstein forced a fumble on
spoiled by this Bantam team - their victo- was a non-factor, only mustering 65 yards. Bowdoin's ensuing possession and Trinity
ries so routine and automatic. Trinity
Sophomore Gennaro Leo led the way took over from their own 43 yard line. Ten
moves to 5-0 on the season, and their for the Bantams, scoring four touchdowns, plays later, Leo scored for the second time,
NCAA leading 19-game winning streak with 154 yards on 22 carries. Fellow soph- this time from one yard out.
omore Carlos Baz chipped in 77 yards with
remains intact.
Bowdoin threatened to score early in
Trinity rushed for a total of 279 yards one touchdown. Drew Finkeldey '05 got the second quarter, putting together a 14
on the day and all six of their touchdowns the day off after spraining his ankle in last play, 40 yard drive down to Trinity's one
came on the ground to go along with their week's game against Tufts.
yard line, but on fourth and goal Goldstein
Josh Pitcher '06 had a solid day at quar221 passing yards. They controlled the
see BOWDOIN on page 23
clock, holding a nine minute time of pos- terback completing 15-of-19 passes for 165

Held Hockey Earns Tournament Bid
A. PETER DACEY
SPORTS WRITER
Sometimes it can be tough to fully
measure the greatness of teams, but it has
been said that the best teams are forged out
of the fires of adversity. If this is true, the
field hockey team is well on its way to
glory. They certainly faced adversity a couple of weeks ago, seeing a winning streak
broken along with a very rough loss. In little time, however, the women took thenseason into their capable hands, and the
results have been four wins in the past six
matches.
The climb from valley to summit began
on Oct. 2. Following a difficult road loss
that also opened up a four game road
stretch; the team needed a spark, and got it
in the form of an overtime victory at
Eastern Connecticut.
The game's unquestionable star was
senior forward Jessica Baker, who netted
all three of the team's goals. The match certainly wasn't easy, as Eastern Connecticut
refused to let the Bantams put the game
away.
With each Trinity score, an E. Conn,
player answered quickly, including a goal
in the middle of the second period, only a
minute after Trinity had taken the lead.

Sec this week's
Bantams in the
Crowd on pagr 22

However, Baker finished off her hat trick
and the game, 3-2, soon afterward.
Two days after the riveting victory, the
Bantams rode the momentum to an even
better win, putting a 4-2 hurting on
Connecticut College. The game was actual-

ly tied early in the second half, but Trinity
opened up with a barrage of shots on thenopponent, netting two more goals and the
win, and solidly out shooting the hapless
see BANTAMS on page 22

WILL YANG

SPORTS EDITOR
With this past weekend's victory over
Bowdoin, the women's soccer team has
won their first conference game since late
September. After beginning the week with
a home loss to Bates, the Bantams have
managed to keep their tournament hopes
alive with their clutch win over the Polar
Bears.
Oct. 20, the Bates Bobcats came to face
the Bantams on a windswept Campus Field
in front of a boisterous Bates following.
Trinity and Bates came into the game with
2-4 and 4-2-1 records respectively, and
knew full well what was on the line. At that

Chuck Pratt

Co-captain Nicole M'auger '05 had a
goal against Bowdoin this Saturday.
point, the Bantams needed to win at least
] two out of their final three NESC AC games
| to have a realistic shot at earning the sev; enth and final tournament bid.
The game was tight throughout and had
all the makings of playoff soccer as both
teams held the other scoreless until the 78minute mark. Bates had taken the majority
of the game's scoring opportunities, but
staunch defensive play by co-captain goalkeeper Brenna Shields '05 kept both teams
scoreless heading into halftime.
Offensively, the Bantams could not put
much together. Their possessions were
oftentimes one pass away from being successful shots on goal but were nevertheless
hurried by Bates' hounding defense. On a
day when ball possession meant everything, Bates used their apparent size advantage to win the majority of headers near
midfield and keep the ball in Bantam territory.
After a near-collapse during the final
minutes of the first half, the Bantams came
out in the second half with renewed energy.
With the score knotted at zero, it was any-

Chuck Pratt

Trinity field hockey defeated E. Connecticut and Connecticut College.

INSIDE SPORTS
Sec how Trinity fennis fared
this *>ea&on on page 21

See what's on tap for next
week on page 21

see TRINITY on page 22

Read about the pain
of a Yankees fan on
page 23

